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Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

City of McAllen Presents Halloween Fright Fest | City of McAllen 
Halloween Fright Fest Oct 4, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Creepy organ

SOUND EFFECT: Halloween Sounds

SOUND EFFECT: Footsteps running

SOUND EFFECT: Heavy breathing

VOICE DIRECTION: Curious

CHILD: Umm...Dad? Why are you listening to One Hundred and One Spooky 
Sounds while running on the treadmill?

VOICE DIRECTION: Running while speaking

DAD: I've got to get ready!

CHILD: For what? Are you wearing...your Halloween costume?

CHILD: Of course, I am! The McAllen Halloween Festival and Fright Night Five 
K is almost here!

CHILD: Isn't that for kids?

DAD: No way! There's something for the whole family! They'll have food 
trucks, a five-K race, music––

CHILD: Concessions, arts and crafts, carnival rides, inflatables!

DAD: That's right, it's going to be frightfully fun for the whole family! Now, why 
don't you put on the "Five Hundred Haunted Howls" playlist and join 
me?

CHILD: I'll have to pass, Dad. I'm doing my own training for The McAllen 
Halloween Festival and Fright Night Five K. While you run, I'm going to 
go eat some cotton candy and jump on my bed.

VOICE DIRECTION: Spooky/Ghostlike

DAD: Now you're getting in the spirit! Booooo!

Get spooky Saturday, October sixteenth from five-thirty to ten o'clock. 
So much fun- it's scary! 

ANNOUNCER:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CPLxdRnQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CPLxdRnQAAA


 
Don't miss The McAllen Halloween Festival and Fright Night Five K! 
Saturday, October sixteenth from five-thirty to ten o'clock at Westside 
Park. One thousand South Ware Road. 
 
More information at McAllen dot net. That's McAllen dot net.

30 Second Radio Script

MUSIC BED: Creepy Organ

VOICE DIRECTION: Mysterious

ANNOUNCER: It's coming! You'd better start running! That is if you want to survive...

SOUND EFFECT: Creepy Moans/Howls

SOUND EFFECT: Creaking door

SOUND EFFECT: Sound of running

VOICE DIRECTION: Out of breath

ANNOUNCER: The City of McAllen Halloween Festival and Fright Nite Five-K!

SOUND EFFECT: Big exhale

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly

ANNOUNCER: Get spooky Saturday, October sixteenth from five-thirty to ten o'clock. 
So much fun –– it's scary! Food trucks, inflatables, kiddie carnival rides, 
crafts, concessions, music- frightfully fun for the whole family! 
 
Don't miss The McAllen Halloween Festival and Fright Night Five K! 
 
That's Saturday, October sixteenth from five-thirty to ten o'clock at 
Westside Park. One thousand South Ware Road. 
 
More information at McAllen dot net.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Homecoming Celebration of Gospel Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Inspirational instrumental

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8sDUYgAAA


ANNOUNCER: Sunday, October Seventeenth –– the Center for Performing Arts at 
Governors State University presents Homecoming Celebration of Gospel, a 
spirit-filled concert to inspire your soul with gospel royalty such as Vickie 
Winans, Kevin Lemons & Higher Calling, Travis Malloy, Chicago Mass Choir, 
Bishop Larry Trotter & Sweet Holy Spirit Choir, VJ McCoy & Worship 
Experience, LaVarnga Hubbard, and more. 
 
Hosted by AM thirteen ninety's DeAndre Patterson & Sonya Bla. 
 
Admission details at G-O-V-S-T dot E-D-U slash Homecoming.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Homecoming Celebration of Gospel Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Gospel

SOUND EFFECT: Cheering

VOICE DIRECTION: Excited

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Sunday, October Seventeenth the Center for Performing Arts at Governors 
State University presents Homecoming Celebration of Gospel, a spirit-filled 
concert to inspire your soul with gospel royalty such as Vickie Winans, Kevin 
Lemons & Higher Calling, Travis Malloy, Chicago Mass Choir, Bishop Larry 
Trotter & Sweet Holy Spirit Choir, VJ McCoy & Worship Experience, 
LaVarnga Hubbard, and much more. Hosted by AM thirteen ninety's 
DeAndre Patterson & Sonya Bla 
 
Admission details at g-o-v-s-t dot edu slash homecoming.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8sDUYgAAA


Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Three Point Celebration Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Uplifting

VOICE DIRECTION: Professional, Proud

ANNOUNCER: Join us as we break ground on C-A-R-E Manor, a forty-three-unit affordable 
housing project made possible through the power of the community. 
 
We'll be celebrating onsite at four-five three one Washington Boulevard, One 
o'clock on Saturday, October Ninth. 
 
Covid protocols will be followed and light refreshments will be served as we 
honor Bishop Designate David Todd and Dr. Chandra Y. Whittley. Save the 
date to celebrate- Saturday, October ninth. 
 
Learn more at U-B-L-Chicago dot org, that U-B-L dot org.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill | Pfizer Booster Shot Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Middle-aged

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Has it been six months or more since your second dose of the Pfizer 
vaccine? Or maybe you care for someone immunocompromised, like me? 
 
It's time to plan for your Pfizer Booster shot with The Medicine Shoppe 
Fishkill, available by appointment or walk-in. 
 
Being vaccinated is an easy way to protect yourself, your loved ones, and 
your neighbors from COVID-Nineteen. 
 
Visit Fishkill dot Medicine Shoppe dot com to learn more, shop online, and 
join our newsletter. That's Fishkill dot Medicine Shoppe dot com. 
 
The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill, Your Neighborhood Pharmacy

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8ctASAAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8lvASAAAA


Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill | Pfizer Booster Shot Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Gentle, positive

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly, positive

ANNOUNCER: Has it been six months or more since your second dose of the Pfizer 
vaccine? Or maybe you're immunocompromised like me. 
 
It's time to plan for your Pfizer Booster shot with The Medicine Shoppe 
Fishkill, available by appointment or walk-in. 
 
Being vaccinated is an easy way to protect yourself, your loved ones, and 
your neighbors from COVID-Nineteen. 
 
Visit fishkill dot medicineshoppe dot com to learn more, shop online, and join 
our newsletter. That's fishkill dot medicineshoppe dot com 
The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill, Your Neighborhood Pharmacy

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill | Flu Shots Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Upbeat

SOUND EFFECT: Referee whistle

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8lvASAAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8me0YgAAA


ANNOUNCER: The best way to beat flu season? A strong defense! 
 
Plan ahead and schedule your annual flu shot with The Medicine Shoppe 
Fishkill, available for patients twelve and up, in both standard and high 
doses. 
 
This flu season, don't get stuck on the bench with the sniffles! Scheduling 
with The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill is easy and convenient. 
 
Visit Fishkill dot Medicine Shoppe dot com to learn more, shop online, and 
join our newsletter. That's Fishkill dot Medicine S-H-O-P-P-E dot com. 
 
The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill, Your Neighborhood Pharmacy.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill | Flu Shots Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Soft, caring

SOUND EFFECT: Splashing at a pool, birds chirping

VOICE DIRECTION: Gentle

ANNOUNCER: As the seasons change, so does the risk to our health.

SOUND EFFECT: Sniffling/coughing

ANNOUNCER: Thankfully, your neighborhood pharmacy can help you prepare.

SOUND EFFECT: Family laughing, crunching leaves

ANNOUNCER: Schedule your annual flu shot with The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill, available 
for patients twelve and up, in both standard and high doses. Getting 
vaccinated is an easy way to protect yourself, your loved ones, and your 
neighbors from the flu and more. 
 
Visit Fishkill dot Medicine Shoppe dot com to learn more, shop online, and 
join our newsletter. That's Fishkill dot Medicine S-H-O-P-P-E dot com. 
 
The Medicine Shoppe Fishkill, Your Neighborhood Pharmacy.

Audio Ad Scripts | Final | :60 Closed

Renewal by Andersen | Renewal By Andersen Recruitment Campaign 

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8me0YgAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8dlRNgAAA


October 2021 Oct 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Light, Ambient

SOUND EFFECT: Saws, hammers/woodworking

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly, Upbeat

ANNOUNCER: Are you a great home remodeler or carpenter? Do you have experience 
installing windows and doors? Renewal by Anderson is growing and needs to 
hire eight installation crews by the end of October! 
 
Skilled craftsmen are needed to install for not only the most reputable 
window company in Houston but the highest paying window company in the 
industry. As a Renewal by Andersen craftsman, you'll have steady, year-
round work because they line up and stage all jobs and pay for your 
materials. 
 
For a limited time, you could qualify for an eight thousand dollar signing 
bonus! To find out more about this opportunity text the word "Apply" to eight-
three-two, four hundred, four-seven-two-two. You'll get an immediate 
response! 
 
Again, text "Apply" to eight-three-two, four hundred, four-seven-two-two! 
Renewal by Andersen is hiring eight installation crews by the end of October 
and you could qualify for an eight thousand dollar signing bonus by applying 
today! So text the word "Apply" right now to eight-three-two, four hundred, 
four-seven-two-two. Don't miss out on this great opportunity!

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Salinas YMCA Spooktacular 2021 | :15/:30 Spooktacular at Salinas' 

YMCA Sep 29, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

SOUND EFFECT: Witch Laugh

VOICE DIRECTION: Spooky

SHOWBIZ: Happy Halloween, my pretties! Showbiz here and I want you to make 
the most of the spookiest season of all with my friends at the Salinas Y-
M-C-A Spooktacular! They'll have trick or treating, arts and crafts, 
costumes - so much fun....it's scary!

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CO8dlRNgAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/COxxrEaAAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/COxxrEaAAAA


SOUND EFFECT: Halloween Sounds

MOTHER: Find all the details online at Central Ghost- I mean Coast! Y-M-C-A dot 
org. 
The Salinas Y-M-C-A Spooktacular! Mark you cauldron-ers and make a 
fright of it with the entire family, six to seven-thirty P-M Friday, October 
fifteenth in Salinas. Central coast Y-M-C-A dot org

15 Second Audio Script

SOUND EFFECT: Spooky sounds; Witch Laugh

ANNOUNCER: The Salinas Y-M-C-A Spooktacular! Trick or treating, arts and crafts, 
costumes - so much fun, it's scary!

ANNOUNCER: More details online at Central Coast Y-M-C-A dot org. 
The Salinas Y-M-C-A Spooktacular! Make a fright of it with the entire 
family on October fifteenth.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Salinas YMCA Spooktacular 2021 | :15/:30 Spooktacular at Salinas' 

YMCA Sep 29, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Creepy organ

SOUND EFFECT: Moaning ghosts

SHOWBIZ: Boo...Boo...

SOUND EFFECT: Moaning ghost reveals itself to be Showbiz

SHOWBIZ: Boo YOU know how you're celebrating Halloween this year? Get in the 
spirit...

SOUND EFFECT: Moaning Ghosts

with me, Showbiz, and the Salinas Y-M-C-A Spooktacular twenty 
twenty-one! Trick or treating, arts and crafts, costumes - I'm so excited, 
I'm scared! 

SHOWBIZ:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/COxxrEaAAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/COxxrEaAAAA


 
Don't miss the fun - October fifteenth from six to seven thirty at the 
Salinas Y-M-C-A, one one seven Clay Street in Salinas!

SOUND EFFECT: Generic Halloween sounds

SHOWBIZ: More details online at Central Coast Y-M-C-A dot org. 
The Salinas Y-M-C-A Spooktacular! Make a fright of it with the entire 
family October fifteenth.

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Spooky Organ

SOUND EFFECT: Ghost moaning

VOICE DIRECTION: Upbeat, excited child

SHOWBIZ: Boo YOU know how you're celebrating Halloween this year? Showbiz 
does! Get in the spirit at the Salinas Y-M-C-A Spooktacular twenty 
twenty-one! Tricks, treats, crafts, and costumes! 
 
Don't miss the fun on October fifteenth! More details online at Central 
Coast Y-M-C-A dot org.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

Heads Up Medical | iHR (Vegas) - 3Q-4Q'21 Aug 2, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Middle-aged, Friendly

Erectile Dysfunction affects men of all ages- including me, but it's 
nothing to be embarrassed about or blame yourself for. For example, 
did you know that ninety percent of E-D is caused by blocked blood 
vessels? 
 
The experienced doctors at Heads Up Dot Vegas offer you a way to 
return to peak performance with no surgery, no pain, and no downtime- 
all with a ninety-four percent success rate. 

VOICEOVER (MALE):

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CJ_tDzPwAAA


 
Skipping the pills and trial-and-error of other treatments to clear blocked 
blood vessels with state-of-the-art technology, this innovative treatment 
removes buildup like plague and scar tissue while stimulating new blood 
vessel growth for improved blood flow. 
 
Don't wait, get back to the intimacy you deserve and call the doctors at 
Headsup Men's Medical Las Vegas today at seven zero two, eight two 
seven, twenty-seven twenty-seven, or visit them at www dot Heads Up 
dot Vegas. 
Headsup Men's Medical Las Vegas seven zero two, eight two seven, 
twenty-seven twenty-seven. www dot Heads Up dot Vegas.

30 Second Radio Script

MUSIC BED: Upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Middle-aged, Friendly

VOICEOVER (MALE): Erectile Dysfunction affects men of all ages and is nothing to be 
embarrassed about. Did you know that ninety percent of E-D is caused 
by blocked blood vessels? 
 
Get back the intimacy you deserve with Headsup Men's Medical, Las 
Vegas' Premier E-D Clinic. 
 
Skip the treatment trial-and-error, clear scar tissue buildup, and improve 
blood flow with state-of-the-art technology. 
 
Call Headsup Men's Medical Las Vegas at seven zero two, eight two 
seven, two seven two seven, or visit www dot Heads Up dot Vegas

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

Heads Up Medical | iHR (Vegas) - 3Q-4Q'21 Aug 2, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, hopeful

VOICE DIRECTION: Older adult male, confident

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/CJ_tDzPwAAA


VOICEOVER (MALE): Commonly known as E-D, erectile dysfunction affects men of all ages- 
most who don't realize ninety percent of E-D is caused by blocked blood 
vessels. 
 
At Headsup Men's Medical, Las Vegas' Premier E-D Clinic, we skip the 
pills and trial-and-error of other treatments to flush these blood vessels 
with state-of-the-art technology that clears buildup like scar tissue and 
stimulates blood vessel growth for improved blood flow. 
 
For your free consultation call Heads Up Dot Vegas today at seven zero 
two, eight two seven, twenty-seven twenty-seven. 
 
The doctors at Heads Up Dot Vegas offer you a way to get your 
performance back with no surgery, no pain, and no downtime with a 
ninety-four percent success rate. 
 
Don't wait, get back to the intimacy you deserve and call the doctors at 
Headsup Men's Medical Las Vegas today at seven zero two, eight two 
seven, twenty-seven twenty-seven, or visit them at www dot Heads Up 
dot Vegas. Headsup Men's Medical Las Vegas seven zero two, eight 
two seven, twenty-seven twenty-seven

30 Second Radio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Older adult, confident

VOICEOVER (MALE): Commonly known as E-D, erectile dysfunction affects men of all ages- 
many who don't know ninety percent of E-D is caused by blocked blood 
vessels. 
 
Headsup Men's Medical, Las Vegas' Premier E-D Clinic, skips the trial-
and-error of treatments with advanced technology, clearing scar tissue 
buildup and stimulating blood vessel growth for improved blood flow. 
 
Call Headsup Men's Medical Las Vegas at seven zero two, eight two 
seven, two seven two seven, or visit www dot Heads Up dot Vegas

Audio Ad Scripts | Final | :30 Closed

WILLOW RUN FOODS Apr 2, 2021

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7pdT2QAAA


MUSIC BED: Contemporary

VOICE DIRECTION: Upbeat, friendly

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Looking for steady work with a company that will invest in you? 
 
Willow Run Food's hiring! Now hiring in person or online for physically able 
warehouse employees with weekend availability. 
 
Willow Run Food's offers paid training courses, a fifteen percent company 
contribution toward your retirement, transportation to and from work, and 
great pay up to fifteen dollars an hour! 
 
Apply in person at one zero zero six U-S Route eleven in Kirkwood or 
online at willow run foods dot com.

Audio Ad Scripts | Final | :30 Closed

University of New Hampshire | UNH Durham Undergraduate Spring 21 
awareness campaign :30 Script 1 Apr 2, 2021

MUSIC BED: Classical

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere

ANNOUNCER: The possibilities are endless at the University of New Hampshire! With more 
than two hundred degree programs offered across our three beautiful 
campuses! 
 
Ranked as a top ten school for campus safety and sustainability and as a 
top-tier research institution, U-N-H offers graduates unmatch opportunities, 
building lifelong connections toward success. 
 
We are the University of New Hampshire, the state’s flagship research 
university. 
 
Learn more at U-N-H dot E-D-U. That's U-N-H dot E-D-U!

Video Scripts | 30 Second Broadcast/OTT, 15 Second Pre-Roll Closed

Permian Basin Oral Surgery | PBOMS- Wisdom teeth Apr 2, 2021

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7j0gNQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7j0gNQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7ojEFgAAA


30 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

VIDEO AUDIO

TITLE card: Dental Diaries Presented by 
Permian Basin Oral Surgery

Close up WOMAN 40s WOMAN: I know my son and so does my 
kitchen.

Cut to a teenage boy sitting down to pour a giant 
bowl of cereal- the entire box goes into a mixing 
bowl, along with most of a gallon of milk. He 
chugs the remaining milk before trying to take a 
bit of the cereal. He winces.

VO (Woman): So when I noticed he had pain 
while eating...

Close up on WOMAN, her face concerned VO (Woman): I knew it might be time to have his 
wisdom teeth looked at.

B-Roll of Permian Basin Oral Surgery office 
exterior

VO (Woman): So we went to Permian Basin Oral 
Surgery.

Cut to an interior shot of Permian Basin Oral 
Surgery office

VO (Woman): With an incredible staff of 
educated surgeons, Permian Basin Oral Surgery 
and Dental Implant Center is the best option 
when seeking treatment for tooth replacement, 
impacted wisdom teeth, or mouth injuries 
 

Cut to Mom, teen, and doctor in the exam room VO (Woman): They gave my daughter such 
great care for her wisdom teeth and put all her 
nerves at ease- it was incredible to see how 
easy they made the experience for her.

Cut to Mom posing on the couch for a silly selfie 
with both teens wearing the "Top 10 Thoughts 
on having your wisdom teeth removed" t-shirt

VO (Woman): As for my son's experience? It 
was no different- except this time I have a place 
to post the selfies.

Super 
Permian Basin Oral Surgery 
Social handles 
permianbasinoralsurgery.com

15 Second Pre-Roll Script



VIDEO AUDIO

TITLE card: Dental Diaries Presented by 
Permian Basin Oral Surgery

B-Roll of Permian Basin Oral Surgery office 
exterior and interior

VO (Woman 40s) 
With an incredible staff of educated surgeons, 
Permian Basin Oral Surgery and Dental Implant 
Center is the best option when seeking 
treatment for tooth replacement, impacted 
wisdom teeth, or mouth injuries

Cut to Mom posing on the couch for a silly selfie 
with both teens wearing the "Top 10 Thoughts 
on having your wisdom teeth removed" t-shirt

VO (Woman): That's why I have brought all my 
kids to Permian for their wisdom teeth- I swear 
it's not just for the t-shirt.

Super 
Permian Basin Oral Surgery 
Social handles 
permianbasinoralsurgery.com

Audio Ad Scripts | Final | :60 Closed

University of New Hampshire Apr 2, 2021

MUSIC BED: Classical

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere

Does your child have big dreams for the future? 
 
At the University of New Hampshire, we want to help them achieve them all! 
The possibilities are endless, with more than two hundred degree programs 
offered across our three beautiful campuses! 
 
Highly ranked as a top ten school for campus safety and sustainability, the 
main U-N-H campus is powered by one hundred percent renewable energy! 
 
U-N-H provides complete safety and wellness programs as part of the 
twenty-four-seven student experience, as well as Three-Star Green Certified 
dining halls. U-N-H is committed to making our world-class education and 
facilities as accessible and enriching as possible for all students. 
 

VOICEOVER (FEMALE):

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7k7wNQAAA


As a top-tier research institution, U-N-H offers graduates unmatch 
opportunities, building lifelong connections toward success. 
 
 
Learn more about the University of New Hampshire at U-N-H dot E-D-U. 
That's U-N-H dot E-D-U! 
 
We are the University of New Hampshire, the state’s flagship research 
university.

Audio Ad Scripts | Final | :60 Closed

University of New Hampshire | UNH Durham Undergraduate Spring 21 
awareness campaign :60 Script 2 Apr 2, 2021

MUSIC BED: Light and upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Does your child have big dreams for the future? 
 
At the University of New Hampshire, we want to help them achieve them all! 
The possibilities are endless with more than two hundred degree programs 
offered across our three beautiful campuses! 
 
Ranked as a top ten school for campus safety and sustainability, U-N-H's 
main campus is also powered by one hundred percent renewable energy! 
 
U-N-H provides complete safety and wellness programs as part of the 
twenty-four-seven student experience, as well as Three-Star Green Certified 
dining halls. U-N-H is committed to making our world-class education and 
facilities as accessible and enriching as possible for all students. 
 
As a top-tier research institution, U-N-H offers graduates unmatched 
opportunities and the ability to build lifelong connections for success. 
 
We are the University of New Hampshire, the state’s flagship research 
university. 
 
Learn more about the University of New Hampshire at U-N-H dot E-D-U. 
That's U-N-H dot E-D-U!

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7lkD2QAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7lkD2QAAA


Don Farr Moving Apr 2, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

VOICE DIRECTION: Heroic

ANNOUNCER: Do you want to save citizens from dangers like this?

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Be careful...careful...

SOUND EFFECT: Crashing boxes

VOICEOVER (MALE): I'm sorry, honey!

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Oh no! My bath towels!

SOUND EFFECT: Record scratch

VOICE DIRECTION: Clears throat then back to heroic voice

ANNOUNCER: Working for Don Farr Moving and Storage means being an everyday 
hero- to avoid moving disasters big and small. With a fun and safe work 
environment, Don Farr Moving and Storage wants to see you thrive 
through competitive wages and a tuition bonus for students! 
 
What are you waiting for? Get moving and apply today! 
Visit Don Farr Moving dot com. That’s D-O-N—F-A-R-R dot com. 
 
Don Farr Moving and Storage.

15 Second Audio Script

ANNOUNCER: Working for Don Farr Moving and Storage means being an everyday 
hero! Don Farr Moving and Storage offers a safe workplace, 
competitive wages, and a tuition bonus for students! 
 
Get moving and apply today! 
Visit Don Farr Moving dot com. That’s D-O-N—F-A-R-R dot com.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Broadcast/OTT, 15 Second Pre-Roll Closed

SolaWave Apr 2, 2021

30 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_7Tyj2QAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_4dfANQAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Title Card "The SolaWave Secret" 
 

Upbeat pop Music

Establishing shot: Studio space with a neutral 
backdrop, Customer one enters the shot and sits 
down. She is in her 30s, dressed in athletic 
wear.

Customer One: I never tried a facial tool but 
SolaWave has me hooked- I never knew my skin 
could feel so good! And I feel good knowing its 
backed by estheticians.

Cut to shot of Customer two, a woman in her 
50's

Testimonial Two: I have tried a lot of facial 
products but none compare to SolaWave- my 
skin feels hydrated, and I've already noticed a 
significant difference in the wrinkles on my 
forehead. 

Cut to shot of Customer three, a woman in her 
40's holding a child on her hip, dressed 
professionally

Testimonial Three: Can you believe it only takes 
five minutes a day? And with a thirty-day trial, 
one year warranty, and free shipping- it was the 
easiest choice I made all week. Go to 
Solawave.com!

B-roll of solawave being used 
Super: 
Solawave 
Free shipping, 30 day trial, 1 year warranty 
"The ultimate self-care tool!" 
solawave.com

Upbeat pop music

15 Second Pre-Roll Script

VIDEO AUDIO

 
Title Card "The SolaWave Secret "

Upbeat pop music

Close up of Customer one- 30s, dressed in 
athletic wear.

Customer one: I never knew my skin could feel 
so good!

Cut to shot of Customer two, a woman in her 
50's

Customer two: I have tried a lot of facial products 
but none compare to SolaWave

Cut to shot of Customer three, a woman in her 
40's holding a child on her hip, dressed 

Customer three: I love that it only takes FIVE 
minutes!



VIDEO AUDIO

professionally

B-Roll of SolaWave being used 
Super: 
Solawave 
Free shipping, 30 day trial, 1 year warranty 
"The ultimate self-care tool!" 
solawave.com

Buy now! Get free shipping and one year 
warranty with a thirty-day trial! Go to 
solawave.com.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

X Golf Brookfield | Spring/Summer Memberships Apr 1, 2021

SOUND EFFECT: Rain

VOICE DIRECTION: Upbeat

VOICEOVER (MALE): Perfect day for a round of golf!

SOUND EFFECT: Snowy winds

VOICE DIRECTION: Upbeat

VOICEOVER (MALE): Perfect day for a round of golf!

VOICE DIRECTION: Upbeat

SOUND EFFECT: Sizzling/Scorching sounds

VOICEOVER (MALE): Perfect day for a round of golf!

ANNOUNCER: All weather is golf weather when you play at X Golf Brookfield! 
 
State of the art simulators offer unparalleled accuracy and realism from the 
comfort of X Golf's relaxed, welcoming atmosphere! 
 
Spring and summer memberships now available- for just five hundred dollars 
you can play up to three hours a day, seven days a week! 
 
Golf anytime you want to with the luxury and comfort of a golf simulator! Visit 
X Golf Brookfield dot come to learn more

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_3J3hEAAAA


Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Union Marine's Annual Tent Sale Apr 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Upbeat pop

SOUND EFFECT: Waves

SOUND EFFECT: Kids laughing

VOICE DIRECTION: Excited

TESTIMONIAL (FEMALE): Who would have thought all this sun and surf would start in a tent? 
I'm so glad we went to Union Marine's Annual Tent Sale last year - don't miss 
your chance! 
 
Thursday, April twenty-second to Monday, April twenty-sixth, Union Marine in 
Fife will have an amazing selection of boats to choose from. But move fast - 
nationwide inventory is low! 
 
Make family memories you'll cherish for a lifetime and give yourself the gift of 
the open water. 
 
See details at Union Marine dot com! Union Marine's Annual Tent Sale, April 
twenty-second to the twenty-sixth!

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

HILLSIDE MOTORSPORTS Apr 1, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Upbeat rock

SOUND EFFECT: Engine running, wind blowing

VOICE DIRECTION: 20-30, excited

Dreaming of cruising this summer? Finding the right A-T-V, dirt bike, or 
small motorcycle is hard enough without dealing with low inventories 
and waiting lists. 
 
Hillside Motorsports have in-demand recreational vehicles ready to 
drive home today with no waiting list! Find all your recreational vehicle 
needs at Hillside Motorsports- from vehicles to accessories. Hillside has 
you covered. 

VOICEOVER (MALE):

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_3DHAwgAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_2_GTRwAAA


 
Stop by and see them at seven hundred Grace Street in Mansfield. 
HIllside Motorsports in Mansfield: Great inventory and selection, even 
better service.

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Upbeat rock

SOUND EFFECT: Engine running, wind blowing

VOICE DIRECTION: 20-30, excited

VOICEOVER (MALE): Dreaming of cruising this summer on an A-T-V, dirt bike, or scooter? In-
demand recreational vehicles are available to drive home today at 
Hillside Motorsports – with no waiting list. Visit them at seven hundred 
Grace Street in Mansfield.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :60 Closed

Retail RAM Apr 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Country guitar

COLTON BRADFORD: What's up! Colton Bradford here. If you're anything like me, the minute that 
spring weather hits, you get a new taste for adventure, and there's no better 
ride to get you that than a RAM.

SOUND EFFECT: Engine starting

A perfect example? The twenty twenty-one RAM Fifteen hundred, giving you 
utility and luxury- from its multi-function tailgate for easy loading to its twelve-
inch touchscreen with pinch and zoom technology! Safety a priority? The 
twenty twenty-one RAM Fifteen hundred is available with Blind Spot 
Monitoring and Trailer Detection. 
 
If that sounds good to you, you're in luck- All of April it's RAM Truck Month! 
Visit your local dealer to see why RAM is the only brand to ever win 
MotorTrends Truck of the Year, three years in a row! 
 
For a limited time, you can hit the slopes courtesy of RAM trucks! Win four 
tickets to Wachusett Mountain- enter this week online at RAM Trucks dot 
com. 
 

COLTON BRADFORD:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_22DQwgAAA


Have your wildest adventure yet with help from RAM- durability, safety and 
style. 
 
For more info on our trucks and locations, go online to RAM Trucks dot com! 
Once again, that's RAM Trucks dot com.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Triller Fight Club Paul vs Askren | TFC Paul v Askren PPV Mar 31, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Hip-hop beat with ominous bass

VOICE DIRECTION: Deep/low, calm assertive

VOICEOVER (MALE): April Seventeenth Triller Presents their most packed fight card yet! 
 
Famed YouTuber Jake Paul headlines as he prepares to fight former 
champion Ben Askren. 
 
Hosted by Emmy-Winner Mario Lopez, the soundtrack for the night will 
feature performances by Justin Bieber, The Black Keys, Doja Cat, 
Saweetie, Diplo, Major Lazer, and hip-hop supergroup Mount 
Westmore: Snoop Dogg, Ice Cube, Too Short, and E-forty. 
 
Tune in on pay-per-view through your T-V provider or pay-per-view 
streaming at Triller Fight Club dot com. April Seventeenth, Nine P-M 
Eastern. Triller Fight Club dot com.

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: hip-hop beat with ominous bass

VOICE DIRECTION: Deep/low, calm assertive

VOICEOVER (MALE): April Seventeenth Triller Presents their most packed fight card yet! 
 
Famed YouTuber Jake Paul headlines as he prepares to fight former 
champion Ben Askren along with a night of performances from the 
hottest in music. 
 
Pay-per-view through your T-V provider or at Triller Fight Club dot com.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_yMnhkwAAA


Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

SHENANDOAH APPLE BLOSSOM FESTIVAL INC | The Bloom 2021 Mar 
31, 2021

MUSIC BED: Upbeat strings

SOUND EFFECT: Birds chirping

VOICE DIRECTION: Excited 30's

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Spring is in the air and we are back in bloom! 
 
Don't miss the Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival April twenty-third 
through May second in Winchester! 
 
Precautions will be taken to ensure that all ten days are safe and fun for all! 
Join us for over twenty-one events including luncheons, wine outings, 
carnival nights, and concerts- featuring everything from eighty's rock to 
Nashville Country, complete with a ninety's music dance party. 
 
Visit The Bloom dot com to order tickets!

VOICE DIRECTION: Faster

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): The festival would like to thank Omps Funeral Home and Tolley Dental for 
their support.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

Aspiration Partners, LLC | Aspiration Wendy Mar 31, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

Hey there, it's me- Wendy Wild. 
 
Planning your finances can change your life - but did you know who you 
bank with can change the world? 
 
If that sounds inspiring, you'll love Aspiration, a new way to bank. 
 
Unlike other banks, fighting climate change to protect the earth is a 
priority for Aspiration - which as a bit of nature nut, really matters to me. 
I can't entrust my money to a bank that doesn't put their money where 
their mouth is when it comes to protecting the planet - can you? 

WENDY WILD:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_yDJwcQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_x4ETsAAAA


 
Big banks lend hundreds of billions of dollars to oil companies that are 
destroying our climate. But Aspiration will never use your money to fund 
Fossil Fuels. And when you round up your purchases, the spare change 
will go toward planting a tree. Turn every transaction into a positive 
return with Aspiration. 
 
For a limited time, Aspiration is offering you, our listeners, up to two-
hundred dollars when you open an account at Aspiration dot com slash 
green. 
 
Learn details when you sign up for a better world at Aspiration dot com 
slash green. Aspiration: Green Financial Services.

30 Second Radio Script

WENDY WILD: Hey there, it's me- Wendy Wild. 
 
Planning your finances can change your life - but did you know who you 
bank with can change the world? 
 
If that sounds inspiring, you'll love Aspiration - a new way to bank. 
 
Unlike other banks, fighting climate change to protect the earth is a 
priority for Aspiration - which as a nature nut, matters to me too. 
 
With Aspiration, you can choose to plant a tree with every purchase 
using your spare change. 
 
For a limited time, Aspiration is offering up to two-hundred dollars when 
you open an account at Aspiration dot com slash green.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 Closed

41st Annual Parts Girl Promotions Motorcycle Swap Meet | Parts Girl 
Promotions - April 2021 Mar 31, 2021

MUSIC BED: Rock

SOUND EFFECT: Engine revving

VOICE DIRECTION: 50-60, grizzled "tough guy"

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_x9KQcQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_x9KQcQAAA


VOICEOVER (MALE): The Forty-First Annual Parts Girl Promotions Motorcycle Swap Meet has 
over thirty thousand square feet of everything motorcycle-related- from parts 
to accessories- a perfect place to perfect your ride. 
 
Ten to three April eleventh at the Q-C-C-A Expo Center in Rock Island

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 Closed

41st Annual Parts Girl Promotions Motorcycle Swap Meet | Parts Girl 
Promotions - April 2021 Mar 31, 2021

MUSIC BED: Upbeat, pop

SOUND EFFECT: motorcycle enging revving

VOICE DIRECTION: 30s, confident

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): The Forty-First Annual Parts Girl Promotions Motorcycle Swap Meet! 
 
Sunday, April eleventh enjoy thirty thousand square feet of everything 
motorcycle-related- used parts to leathers and collectibles! 
 
Ten to three April eleventh at the Q-C-C-A Expo Center in Rock Island

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Brunswick Corporation | BoatClass - Jacksonville Mar 31, 2021

SOUND EFFECT: Waves, Revving of engine

VOICE DIRECTION: Confident, mature

Buying a boat doesn't make you it's captain. 
 
But with just six hours of training with Boat-Class, you'll have the knowledge 
to safely cruise and enjoy your watercraft. 
 
Taught by a certified U-S Coast Guard Captain, Boat-Class is a one-hundred 
percent on the water program that teaches students everything from basic 
throttle control and turning, to more advanced maneuvers like crossing 
wakes and adapting to the quick pace of the water's behavior. 

VOICEOVER (MALE):

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_x9KQcQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_x9KQcQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_xleBkwAAA


 
Classes now available at Jax Beach in Jacksonville beach. 
Visit Boat-Class-Dot-Com for more details and to sign up today.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Broadcast/OTT, 15 Second Pre-Roll Closed

Arrive Outdoors Mar 31, 2021

30 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

VIDEO AUDIO

Open with footage of a family camping in the 
woods with a full stack of gear- tent, camping 
chairs, hiking gear, coolers etc. 

SFX: Sounds of the woods 
 
VO: To enjoy the Great Outdoors, you know you 
need the right equipment.

 
Cut to: Family in outdoors store parking lot trying 
to shove large shopping cart's worth of stuff into 
car.

VO: What you may not know is, you don't have 
to buy it! 
 
Arrive Outdoors allows you to rent what you 
need when you need it all while saving up to 
ninety percent on the retail price of premium 
brands.

Cut to: Family shopping Arrive Outdoor rentals 
online, Family receiving neatly packed delivery 
of their rental items. 
 

VO: And with Arrive Outdoors, the store comes 
to you!

Cut to: Family setting up their gear with ease- 
tent, unrolling sleeping bags before happily 
sitting in front of a fire to roast marshmallows.

VO: More sustainable than buying and way more 
fun to use- rent it all from Arrive Outdoors!

SUPERS: 
Arrive Outdoors logo 
ArriveOutdoors.com 
10% Off Your First Order

VO: Save ten percent on your first order! Just 
visit Arrive Outdoors dot com to start your 
adventure

15 Second Pre-Roll Script

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_uCxBbAAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Open with footage of a family camping in the 
woods with a full stack of gear- tent, camping 
chairs, hiking gear, coolers etc. 
 
SUPER: Always be prepared 
 
 
 
SUPER: with camping rentals from Arrive 
Outdoors 
 
 

SFX : Sounds of the woods 
 
VO: To enjoy the Great Outdoors, you know you 
need the right equipment- so rent it, from Arrive 
Outdoors.

Cut to: Family shopping Arrive Outdoor rentals 
online, The Family receiving neatly packed 
delivery of their rental items. 
 
SUPER: More Sustainable and Affordable than 
Buying

 
VO: Delivered directly to you for less than retail

Cut back to more footage of family camping. 
 
SUPERS: 
Arrive Outdoors logo 
Click for 10% Off First Order 

 
VO: Save ten percent on your first order. Arrive 
Outdoors.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Bill Alexander Ford | April Mar 31, 2021

VOICE DIRECTION: Upbeat

MUSIC BED: Celebratory

SOUND EFFECT: Care starting

When you're getting the best, it just feels better. See what it's like to be 
served by a winner with Bill Alexander Ford, voted the number one new car 
dealer in Yuma. 
 
If you find a better price on a twenty twenty-one Ford, Bill Alexander Ford will 
give YOU a thousand dollars. 

ANNOUNCER:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_xddjsAAAA


 
Need repairs? The Car Star Collision Center at Bill Alexander Ford is the 
only pitstop you need. It's all here at Bill Alexander Ford! 
 
Visit us at eight oh one east thirty-second street in Yuma. 
Bill Alexander Ford: Deals and a difference you can count on.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 Closed

Shades of Charleston Mar 31, 2021

SOUND EFFECT: Beach sounds- boats, water, jetskis

MUSIC BED: Upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Excited

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): You're more ready for Summer than ever before- by that eyewear isn't! 
 
Shades of Charleston has you and your eyes covered- from stylish frames to 
prescription lenses, your shades are here! 
 
Visit us at Mount Pleasant or Sullivans Island for glasses you can take 
anywhere.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

Landings of Oregon Mar 31, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Establishing shot 
 
An adult woman (40-50) smiles while talking with 
her older mother (70-80) at a kitchen table.

SFX: Uplifting music 
 
Voiceover: (Older adult 70-80) 
It wasn't an easy conversation, but I'm so glad my 
daughter came to me when she was worried about 
me living on my own. 
 

CUT TO: A birds-eye view of the Landings of Voiceover: I was hesitant until she told me about 

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_xdJzsAAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_xUgQcQAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Oregon facility, panning down and zooming in to 
show the experience of entering the building.

Landings of Oregon- a true re-imagining of the 
senior living experience.

CUT TO: B-roll of resident's apartment Voiceover: From beautiful and comfortable 
apartments...

CUT TO: B-Roll of facility amenities: dining hall, 
fitness classes, group activities and education 
opportunities.

Voiceover:...to delectable dining options I don't have 
to make myself- so I can focus on the amazing 
classes and activities Landings of Oregon offers.

CUT TO: A group of senior residents enjoying green 
space outside of the facility, happily talking and 
bonding as staff moves in the background, assisting 
residents in wheelchairs, with small tasks and 
chatting as they do so.

Voiceover: All the comforts of living on my own with 
none of the loneliness or anxiety of how to get help 
when I need it.

INFO SCREEN: 
Landings of Oregon 
3450 Seaman Road 
Oregon, OH 43616 
844-341-1865

V/O: Call TODAY to schedule a tour at eight-four-
four three-four-one one-eight six-five

Video Scripts | 15 Second Broadcast/OTT, 30 Second Social Closed

Sniff & Go Mar 31, 2021

15 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

VIDEO AUDIO

Establishing shot: Medium close-up. 
30-something giving a dog a treat before rubbing 
noses with it and leaving the house. 

VO: They're more than a pet- they're family.

CUT TO: Sniff and Go rep enters the house, 
greeted by a happy dog.

VO: This is why pet owners have trusted Sniff 
and Go since two thousand and nine.

CUT TO: Montage of caregiving shots: 
1. Walking the happy dog along a city sidewalk 

VO: From daily care to pet-taxi services, Sniff 
and Go are able to care for all your pets- even 

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B_tabQYgAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

2. Hand scratching cat on the head as he 
approaches food bowl 
3. Different Large dog being secured by dog 
seatbelt in the backseat, happily stick its head 
out the window as the car drives off. 
4. Sniff and Go rep watering a large collection of 
plants around a window.

the green ones.

Logo image 
 
URL and phone number with "call or text" 
beneath.

VO: Sniff and Go. San Francisco's most trusted 
pet care services.

30 Second Social Script

VIDEO AUDIO

Establishing shot: Close up on a dog's face, 
holding a leash in its mouth, excited for a walk. 
 
The camera pulls back to reveal the puppy alone 
in the house. Puppy barks and drops the leash, 
sad.

VO: When you're not there to give the care, Sniff 
and Go have your back.

CUT TO: Sniff and Go employee enters the 
house, greeted by a happy dog. Employee 
leashes up the dog and they head out.

VO: With rigorous background checks, you can 
trust that Sniff and Go employs only the best dog 
walkers in San Francisco, making sure you- and 
your pets- feel confident.

CUT TO: Montage of caregiving shots: 
1. Walking the happy dog along a city sidewalk 
2. Hand scratching cat on the head as he 
approaches food bowl 
3. Different Large dog being secured by dog 
seatbelt in the backseat, happily stick its head 
out the window as the car drives off.

From daily care for cats and dogs to pet-taxi 
services, Sniff and Go are able to care for all 
your pets, however, they made need it.

CUT TO: Sniff and Go rep watering a large 
collection of plants around a window, carefully 
spraying and checking leaves.

VO: Even the green ones.

Logo Image 
Sniff and Go! URL and phone number with "call 
or text" beneath

VO: Sniff and Go. San Francisco's most trusted 
pet care services.



Video Scripts | 30 Second Broadcast/OTT, 15 Second Pre-Roll Closed

Simply Bliss Med Spa & Wellness Mar 19, 2021

30 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

VIDEO AUDIO

30-something couple in robes, face masks, and 
towels wrapped around their hair are settling into 
chairs to relax

Bliss a state of being.

As they both smile and sigh, two children run 
into the room, revealing they are home and not 
at a spa. 
 
Cut to Simply Bliss Med Spa exterior, the couple 
walks inside

But sometimes location matters. Getaway for the 
day and focus on your wellness with Simply Bliss 
Med Spa.

Montage of different treatments available, couple 
happy and relaxed as they go through the 
experience

The experts at Simply Bliss Med Spa and 
Wellness offer complimentary consultations, 
providing a complete assessment to improve 
your health and wellness.

The couple exits the spa refreshed and smiling Simply Bliss Med Spa and Wellness. 
 
Look..feel...Be...simply your best.

Simply Bliss Med Spa logo with website 
information

Visit simply bliss med spa dot com

15 Second Pre-Roll Script

VIDEO AUDIO

30-something couple in robes, face masks, and 
towels wrapped around their hair are settling into 
chairs to relax

Bliss a state of being.

As they both smile and sigh, two children run 
into the room, revealing they are home and not 
at a spa. 
 
Cut to Simply Bliss Med Spa exterior, the couple 
walks inside.

But sometimes you need to be somewhere else 
to find it- Getaway for the day and focus on your 
wellness with Simply Bliss Med Spa.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-xs3BBgAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Simply Bliss Med Spa logo with website 
information

Visit simply bliss med spa dot com

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Sacramento SPCA | SSPCA Pet of Week New Name Mar 18, 2021

MUSIC BED: Upbeat, pop

SOUND EFFECT: Woof and purr/meow

VOICE DIRECTION: Enthusiastic

VOICEOVER (MALE): Ninety three seven The River is teaming up with the Sacramento S-P-C-A to 
give more than shelter to the animals in our community! 
 
Listen in to learn about the S-P-C-A Furry Featured Friend like this week's 
chosen furbaby (SPACE FOR NAME OF PET AND BRIEF DESCRIPTION) 
 
Get to know our featured pets every week and consider bringing them home 
at ninety-three seven the river dot com slash furry featured friend. Ninety 
three seven The River and the S-P-C-A: Giving more than shelter to 
Sacramento animals.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

BEST FRIENDS GROOMING SALON | March 2021 Mar 18, 2021

VOICE DIRECTION: Preoccupied

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Not another bad hair day! Come on, just get out of my eyes! 
Ugh. I'm frizzy, my bangs are overgrown - I mean...I look like...

SOUND EFFECT: Dog Barks

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): You're right Regina, I look like you! Time to take you to see your B-F-F for a 
spa day.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-tn9zDAAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-sb-jDAAAA


ANNOUNCER: You're not the only one who has bad hair days - so does your pet! From 
basic grooming to "Oh no, what did you roll in?" emergencies, Best Friends 
Grooming will pamper your pet and take care of all their grooming needs. 
 
For dogs and cats! Visit Best Friends Grooming and keep your best friend 
looking...their best!

SOUND EFFECT: Dog barks, cat meows

ANNOUNCER: Visit best friends groom dot com. Best Friends Grooming!

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

MI Grass Roots Alliance | Phase 1 MI GrassRoots Mar 18, 2021

MUSIC BED: Light

VOICE DIRECTION: Professional, reassuring

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Many Americans want to get more involved in the political process - but it can 
be intimidating. 
 
Enter the Michigan Grass Roots Alliance and the Election Integrity Fund. 
 
Learn the ins and outs of elections and get your questions answered - like 
what is the chain of custody, how does it work, and what happens when 
there's a recount or an audit? 
 
Join the Michigan Grass Roots Alliance and learn more about the Election 
Integrity Fund at Lets Fix Stuff dot org. That's Lets Fix Stuff dot org. 
 
Brought to you by the Michigan Grass Roots Alliance.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

West Point Home | Warehouse Sale Mar 18, 2021

MUSIC BED: Playful, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: From upstairs

CHILD: Mom, do we have any more blankets?

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-sVkgEwAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-sSxwEwAAA


SOUND EFFECT: Vase crashing

CHILD: And maybe some towels?

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): You never know when you'll need a blanket fort - or an extra towel. 
 
That's why I am so excited about the West Point Home sale! 
 
March twenty-fifth through the twenty-ninth, the entire store will be fifty 
percent off with clearance up to sixty percent off! 
 
With amazing quality, it's no surprise that West Point Home is Alabama's 
largest factory bed and bath store under one roof! 
 
Don't miss the sale! March twenty-fifth through twenty-ninth at 
West Point Home, five twenty-three Fob James Drive in Valley, Alabama.

Audio Ad Scripts | Final | :30 Closed

"not March Madness" | "Not" March Madness Mar 17, 2021

MUSIC BED: Energetic

SOUND EFFECT: Whistle

VOICE DIRECTION: Authoritative, like a referee

VOICEOVER (MALE): Out of bounds! That deal is too good to be true!

ANNOUNCER: Don't make a bad call- get up to fifty percent off of Milwaukee tools at the 
Denali Industrial Supply Spring-sanity Sale! 
Stock up on compatible batteries at low prices and receive a free battery with 
qualifying purchases! 
Qualifying tools and combo kits qualify for a one-hundred-dollar rebate! 
 
Milwaukee Spring-sanity sale this month only at Denali Industrial Supply 
serving Anchorage on East International. 
 
Visit Denali dash industrial dot com to shop today!

Video Scripts | 30 Second Broadcast/OTT, 30 Second Social Closed

Baker Family Dental Care Mar 17, 2021

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-pLpzbwAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-o34gFgAAA


30 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

VIDEO AUDIO

Montage of happy, smiling families ranging in 
size/ages/background

Music: Upbeat, positive 
 
Making another person smile? It's one of the 
best feelings there is. 
 
To learn more and book your appointment today 
at baker family dental care dot com 
 
Baker Family Dental Care: Complete care for the 
whole family

Montage lands on a mother and teenage 
daughter. They smile, revealing they both have 
braces.

That's why Baker Family Dental Care is 
dedicated to the health of every smile- at every 
stage of life.

Patients receiving care from dental hygienists 
and the dentists, happily checking in with 
reception. We see a range of ages and families 
in the waiting room.

Baker Family Dental Care is here for every 
member of your family. From their first visit to 
annual checkups, you can count on the friendly 
staff at Baker to make going to the dentist 
relaxing and comfortable.

Exterior shot of Baker Family Dental Care 
 
website

To learn more and book your appointment today 
at baker family dental care dot com 
 
Baker Family Dental Care: Complete care for the 
whole family

30 Second Social Script

VIDEO AUDIO

A mom and dad flossing while one of them holds 
a baby in a carrier on their chest 

It is never too early to start good habits- or too 
late.

The same parents in an exam room with their 
child, now old enough to get a first check-up.

Baker Family Dental Care is here for every 
member of your family. 
From their first visit to annual checkups, you can 
count on the friendly staff at Baker to make 
going to the dentist relaxing and comfortable.

The exterior of Baker Family Dental Learn more and book your appointment today at 
baker family dental care dot com 



VIDEO AUDIO

 
Baker Family Dental Care: Complete care for the 
whole family

Video Scripts | 30 Second Broadcast/OTT, 30 Second Social Closed

Baker Family Dental Care Mar 17, 2021

30 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

VIDEO AUDIO

Montage of variously aged people with happy, 
healthy smiles.

Music: Upbeat, positive 
 
Making another person smile? It's one of the 
best feelings there is. 

Montage lands on a happy set of grandparents 
holding their young grandchild.

That's why Baker Family Dental Care is 
dedicated to the health and wellbeing of every 
smile, no matter how many baby teeth you have.

Patients receiving care from dental hygienists 
and the dentists, happily checking in with 
reception. We see a range of ages and families 
in the waiting room.

Baker Family Dental Care is here for every 
member of your family. From their first visit to 
annual checkups, you can count on the friendly 
staff at Baker to make going to the dentist 
relaxing and comfortable.

Happy smiling family walking out of Baker Family 
Dental Care

To learn more and book your appointment today 
at baker family dental care dot com 
 
Baker Family Dental Care: Complete care for the 
whole family

30 Second Social Script

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-o34gFgAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Mom and young daughter brushing their teeth. 
They rinse, spit and laugh together. 
 
 

Music: Upbeat, positive 
 
When you pass down healthy habits, in a way, 
you're passing down your smile- even if hers 
looks a lot more like her Dad. 
 
Baker Family Dental Care is here for every 
member of your family. From their first visit to 
annual checkups, you can count on the friendly 
staff at Baker to make going to the dentist 
relaxing and comfortable. 
 
Learn more and book your appointment today at 
baker family dental care dot com 
 
Bakery Family Dental Care: Complete care for 
the whole family

Young girl and mom entering dental office- 
exterior.

Baker Family Dental Care is here for every 
member of your family. From their first visit to 
annual checkups, you can count on the friendly 
staff at Baker to make going to the dentist 
relaxing and comfortable.

Interior: In the exam room the girl seems 
nervous but after a reassuring hand squeeze 
from mom and a smile from the dentist, she is 
okay. 

From their first visit to annual checkups, you can 
count on the friendly staff at Baker to make 
going to the dentist relaxing and comfortable.

Exterior of Baker Family Dental Care 
 
Website

Learn more and book your appointment today at 
baker family dental care dot com 
 
Baker Family Dental Care: Complete care for the 
whole family

Live Performance | Speech Enhancements Closed

Shiekh's Birthday Roast Mar 17, 2021

Oliver: I’d like to introduce the first brother up, but you already had the pleasure of meeting me. In all sincerity, 
you know, our next brother needs no introduction--he’s not funny. But everyone gets a turn so give it up for 
Franklin Shiekh.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-nhSxGgAAA


Live Performance | Speech Enhancements Closed

Shiekh's Birthday Roast Mar 17, 2021

My Dad is the kind of guy who will move mountains to help you- well he won't move them, but he will hire 
someone. He IS very reliable, you can always count on him to show up...late. Whether it's an appointment or 
his fashion choices, he is always behind the times!

Video Scripts | 30 Second Broadcast/OTT, 15 Second Pre-Roll Closed

Comic Book Ace Mar 17, 2021

30 Second Broadcast/OTT Script

VIDEO AUDIO

Drawing of Steve as an average guy, waving 
 
Stacks of comic books appear around him, 
towering. 
 
A stack of comics falls on him. 
 
Animated wind/flashes of light on whiteboard 
drawing show his transformation into "The 
Comic Book Ace" a superhero here to protect 
collectors and preserve the art of the comic 
world. 
 
Comic Book Ace flies over stacks of comic 
books as they turn into stacks of cash. People 
around him have comics in their hands turning 
into money while others happily have money 
turning into new comics they haven't read yet. 
 
Comic Book Ace Dot Com written out with the 
Comic Book Ace turning back into Steve and 
winking. 

Heroic/high action theme music 
 
My name is Steve! I'm a typical Connecticut 
native and grew up collecting comics my whole 
life. My collection got pretty huge until one day... 
 
...I became the Comic Book Ace. Now I work 
with retailers and collectors across the northeast! 
Using my powers to make sure every comic is 
seen for its full value and sharing the power of 
comics. 
 
No collection too big or too small, the Comic 
Book Ace will help you sell them all. 
 
Visit comic book ace dot com

15 Second Pre-Roll Script

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-nhSxGgAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-nekBGgAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Animated wind/flashes of light on whiteboard 
drawing show "The Comic Book Ace" a 
superhero here to protect collectors and 
preserve the art of the comic world. 
 
Comic Book Ace flies over stacks of comic 
books as they turn into stacks of cash. People 
around him have comics in their hands turning 
into money while others happily have money 
turning into new comics they haven't read yet. 
 
Comic Book Ace Dot Com written out with the 
Comic Book Ace turning back into Steve and 
winking.

The Comic Book Ace! Working with collectors 
across the northeast to make sure every comic 
get a fair price and sharing the power of comics. 
 
No collection too big or too small, the Comic 
Book Ace will help you sell them all. 
 
Visit comic book ace dot com

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :60 Closed

APPLE LEASING | APPLE LEASING Mar 17, 2021

SOUND EFFECT: Revving of engine

SOUND EFFECT: A friendly beep from a car horn

VOICE DIRECTION: Surprised

VOICEOVER (MALE): Umm.. hon? What is that?

SOUND EFFECT: Window rolling down

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Our new car!

VOICEOVER (MALE): We don't have the budget for a new car- do we?

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Sure we do- we just were shopping in all the wrong places! But thanks to 
Apple Leasing, I got the SUV I have been wanting!

VOICEOVER (MALE): But when did you have time to do this? I think I would have noticed if you 
disappeared to a dealership for a whole afternoon.

VOICE DIRECTION: Pause then excited

CHARACTER/MASCOT: Is that a backup camera?!

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): I already told you- I used Apple Leasing so I didn't even have to leave the 
house to find my vehicle and finish the paperwork- they made it all so easy!

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B-nO3gCQAAA


VOICEOVER (MALE): Surely this is going to set us back though- how much are the payments?

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Don't worry, with the amazing prices on new and used vehicles at Apple 
Leasing, this new SUV is actually cheaper than our last car was every 
month!

VOICEOVER (MALE): Three rows of seats?!

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): If you think that's impressive, wait until you see the factory warranty- easy 
oil change, here I come!

VOICEOVER (MALE): Well since you're in the car already... want to drive me to Apple Leasing?

ANNOUNCER: Apple Leasing- afford your dream car, today! Visit apple leasing dot come or 
call five one two three four six nine nine seven seven. Apple Leasing: Any 
make, any model!

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

Tuxon Hotel | Troy Gay at the Tuxon Mar 9, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Relaxed

VOICE DIRECTION: Mature, proud

Explore all Tuscon has to offer from the comfort of The Tuxon Hotel. 
 
A modern boutique hotel showcasing what makes the southwest best, 
you can experience it all at The Tuxton. Plan a day trip into nature to 
hike the many nearby desert trails and mountain views, or ride around 
town with on-site bike rentals. Or you can explore the city and maybe 
hit a nearby golf course before grabbing a nap poolside in one of The 
Tuxon's cabanas. 
 
Looking for a quiet night in? At The Tuxon, there's no need to venture 
too far for entertainment. Every Thursday from six to nine, you can 
enjoy live music from guitarist Troy Gray. Enjoy the show over hand-
crafted meals authentic to the region and beyond. 
 
Any night is a perfect night for cocktails and conversation with a flight of 
three hand-crafted cocktails from our in-house mixologist for just 
twenty-five dollars. 
 
Start your adventure today and stay with us at The Tuxon Hotel. 

ANNOUNCER:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9-lJBDwAAA


Conveniently located at Nine Sixty South Freeway in Tucson. Book 
online at the Tuxon dot com. 
 
The Tuxon Hotel: Destination, reached.

30 Second Radio Script

MUSIC BED: Relaxed

VOICE DIRECTION: Mature, proud

ANNOUNCER: Explore all Tuscon has to offer from the comfort of The Tuxon Hotel - a 
modern boutique hotel showcasing the best of the Southwest. 
 
Plan a day trip into nature or ride around town with on-site bike rentals 
before grabbing a nap poolside in one of our cabanas. 
 
Enjoy a flight of handcrafted cocktails for just twenty-five dollars in our 
bar and every Thursday from six to nine, live music from guitarist Troy 
Gray! 
 
Located at Nine Sixty South Freeway in Tucson. 
 
The Tuxon Hotel: Destination, reached.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Global Personnel Solutions | GPS Recruitment AD Mar 2, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: 20-30, Friendly

I knew I needed a new job- and so did my bank account. But wasn't 
sure what I was looking for or even where to start. Then I found Global 
Personnel Solutions in Augusta and they solved that problem for me! 
 
Global Personnel Solutions is more than a staffing agency, they help 
people of all backgrounds, experience, and ages find safe quality jobs! 
 

VOICEOVER (MALE):

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9Zo4jBwAAA


They're committed to building strong relationships and new careers- 
stop by their office today to get started on your future. 
 
One one four three Laney Walker Boulevard in Augusta.

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: 20-30, Friendly

VOICEOVER (MALE): I knew I needed a new job but wasn't sure where to start- Then I found 
Global Personnel Solutions! More than a staffing agency, they're 
committed to building strong relationships and new careers- stop by 
their office today! 
 
One one four three Laney Walker Boulevard in Augusta.

Writers' Lab | The Wojo Showdown Closed

If Dr. Seuss Wrote about Current Events Mar 2, 2021

You don't have brains in your head. But you have feet in your shoes. You can march to the capitol to prove you 
didn't lose! It's on your phone. And you know what you know. And YOU are the one who'll decide who stole 
votes!

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

Southern Floors Mar 2, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Footage of different floors in bad shape: tile, wood, 
carpet. Water damage, wear and tear, etc.

(VO): Your floors get the most use out of anything in 
your house and boy, can they show it.

The floor begins to sparkle and changes to a (VO): If you're looking for an update in your home, 

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9Y9BzFAAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9Y1ngFgAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

beautiful version/better version of what they were. consider Southern Floors.

Montage of images of high-quality flooring, various 
types- carpet, tile, wood, vinyl, etc

(VO): Southern Floors offers high-quality flooring 
options whether it's an urgent fix or a long-term 
renovation.

CUT TO: Homeowners enjoying soft new carpet, 
shiny hardwood, and easy to clean tile in their 
homes.

(VO): From finding the right materials to the right 
crew to install them, Southern Floors has you- and 
your flooring needs- covered.

Business logo and information at bottom of the 
screen 
Southern Floors 
337-438-3373 
510 Broad Street Lake Charles, La 70601

(VO): Call three there seven four three eight three 
three seven three or visit us at Five one zero Broad 
Street in Lake Charles.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

Southern Floors Mar 2, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Footage of a wood floor in disrepair, splintered or 
water damaged.

(VO): If this old house could talk...it would ask for 
new floors!

The floor begins to sparkle and changes to a 
beautiful hardwood floor.

(VO): Southern Floors can restore any room with 
vibrant, high-quality flooring options. Whether it's an 
urgent fix or a long-term renovation, Southern 
Floors will take care of you.

Montage of images of high-quality flooring, various 
types- carpet, tile, wood, vinyl, etc.

(VO): They have over five thousand square feet of 
hardwood and vinyl tile ready to deliver.

Homeowners enjoying soft new carpet, shiny 
hardwood, and easy to clean tile in their homes. 
 
Business logo and information at bottom of the 
screen 
Southern Floors 
337-438-3373 

(VO): Southern Floors has you- and your flooring 
needs- covered. 
 
Call three there seven four three eight three three 
seven three or visit us at Five one zero Broad Street 
in Lake Charles. 

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9Y1ngFgAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

510 Broad Street Lake Charles, La 70601

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

Premier Physical Therapy Mar 2, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Soft, serious

SOUND EFFECT: Kids playing

CHILD: Come on, Mom! I bet I can do more cartwheels than you!

VOICE DIRECTION: Disappointed, hesitant

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Sorry honey, I don't think I can do any cartwheels today.

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere, friendly

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Keeping up with my kids was never a problem until I went a little too fast 
showing them my old gymnastics routine- I stopped being able to take a 
running hug or scoop up my girls without worrying about my shoulder 
pain. Then a friend told me to make an appointment with Premier 
Physical Therapy.

MUSIC BED: Upbeat, cheerful

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Premier Physical Therapy is an outpatient orthopedic and sports 
physical therapy office with locations across Delaware. 
 
While they specialize in sports physical therapy, Premiere Physical 
Therapy knows that injuries happen in many ways. They can help you 
recover from work or auto accidents, surgery, and any type of acute or 
chronic pain. 
 
With ten locations around Delaware and online registration, getting an 
appointment was easy. They accept patients with or without a doctor's 
referral, accept most insurances, and are ready to serve patients of all 
ages. Call today for an evaluation with one of our top-notch physical 
therapists!

30 Second Radio Script

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9YtPDFAAAA


MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere, friendly

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Premier Physical Therapy is the most trusted outpatient orthopedic 
and sports physical therapy office with locations across Delaware. 
 
Premiere Physical Therapy knows that injuries happen in many ways. 
They can help you recover from work or auto accidents, surgery, and 
any type of acute or chronic pain. 
 
With online registration, getting an appointment was easy. They 
accept most insurances and are ready to serve patients of all ages. 
Visit premier-p-t-s-p dot com

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Rusty Taco Omaha | R Taco Omaha 15s and 30s Mar 1, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Mariachi

SOUND EFFECT: Waves crashing, seagulls

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly, excited

VOICEOVER (MALE): Be transported to a sunny Mexican beach with every bite at Rusty Taco! 
 
 
Two locations in Omaha where you can enjoy a fast, casual, and 
flavorful dining experience! 
 
Rusty loves tacos but his “little taco stand” is more than just a place to 
eat and drink- it's a place for all to feel welcome. That’s why they make 
it all with love- from the warm fresh-made chips to the ice-cold 
margaritas. 
 
So no matter who you are, if you’re hungry, you’re in the right place at 
Rusty Taco. 
 
One hundred fifty West Maple and one hundred twenty-ninth west 
center road in Omaha.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9Uf5TBgAAA


15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Mariachi

SOUND EFFECT: Waves crashing, seagulls

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly, excited

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Be transported to a sunny Mexican beach with every bite at Rusty Taco! 
 
 
With warm fresh-made chips and ice-cold margaritas, no matter who 
you are, if you’re hungry, you’re in the right place at Rusty Taco. 
 
One hundred fifty West Maple and one hundred twenty-ninth west 
center road in Omaha.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

California Tacos and More | Cali Taco 15s and 30s Mar 1, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Latin-inspired, high energy

VOICE DIRECTION: Excited

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): When I was a kid, nothing was more exciting than going out to eat with 
my parents. Now, as a parent myself, I'm more excited about not having 
to clean up. One thing hasn't changed though- California Tacos and 
More! 
 
Feeding Omaha since nineteen ninety-five and a favorite on "Diners, 
Drive-Ins, and Dives," and creators of "The California Taco"- handmade 
with freshly made dough and your choice of filling, it's a must-have 
 
Come get your California Tacos & More! 
 
Three two three five California Street, Omaha

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Latin-inspired, high energy

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9UZkgHwAAA


VOICE DIRECTION: Excited

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): California Tacos and More! 
 
A "Diners, Drive-Ins, and Dives" favorite and the creators of "The 
California Taco"- handmade with freshly made dough and your choice 
of filling. 
 
Come get your California Tacos and More! 
 
Three two three five California Street in Omaha

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Approach Climbing Gym | Approach Climbing Gym 15s 30s Mar 1, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

SOUND EFFECT: Crashing/breaking

VOICE DIRECTION: Child, guilty

CHILD: Hey, Mom? How much did you like this lamp?

MUSIC BED: High energy, fun

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly, 30-40

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Don't bounce off the walls- climb them! At Approach, Nebraska's first 
full-service climbing gym! 
 
Rock climbing, youth programs, and endless opportunities for fun! Take 
advantage of great deals on membership prices and the COVID-
conscious members-only entry at Approach! 
 
Monthly memberships start at just eighty-four dollars with discounts 
available for students, children, and families. 
 
Get twenty-four-seven gym access plus discounts up to fifty percent off 
on classes, gear, and coaching! 
 
Approach Climbing Gym! 
Learn More at omaha rock club dot com

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9UXYQHwAAA


15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: High-energy

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly, 30-40

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Quit bouncing off the walls and start climbing them! At Approach, 
Nebraska's first full-service climbing gym! 
 
Take advantage of twenty-four-seven gym access and great deals on 
membership prices and the COVID-conscious members-only entry, 
 
Approach Climbing Gym! 
 
Visit omaha rock club dot com

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :60 Closed

Whetro Advisors | Whetro Advisors Spring 2021 Mar 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Inspiring

VOICE DIRECTION: Upbeat, professional

VOICEOVER (MALE): You are in control of your future- but who manages your finances? 
 
Choosing a financial advisor is just as big of an investment as the actual 
investments you will make. 
 
That's why Whetro Advisors doesn't just offer guidance- it educates people. 
With their free, no-obligation portfolio reviews from the very beginning, the 
advisors at Whetro take the time to get to know their clients individually so 
they can better serve them just as they are- individuals. 
 
From investing and financial planning to insurance and tax planning- No two 
people are the same and neither should their portfolios be. 
Let's talk and let the experts at Whetro Advisors help you discover the best 
way to create growth and gains for your financial future. 
 
To take advantage of your free, no-obligation portfolio review just call Whetro 
Advisors at four one nine eight two four three three zero zero. 
Or visit Whetro Advisors dot com.

ANNOUNCER: Affiliated with Capitol Investment advisory services L-L-C. Securities offered 
through Capitol investment Group Inc. Member Finra S-I-P-C.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9UFazBgAAA


Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Food Depot | March Into Savings Mar 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Inspiring, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Confident

ANNOUNCER: March into March and watch your savings grow at Food Depot! 
 
With more than forty locations across Georgia, Food Depot is locally owned 
and operated by Georgians, for Georgians! 
 
Shop from a large selection of name-brand grocery items from your daily 
needs to cuts of U-S-D-A meats and steaks for your grilling weekend! 
 
Wide aisles are as big as our savings for your safety and shopping pleasure!

ANNOUNCER: Check out our weekly specials, coupons, and recipes at Food Depot Dot 
Com. 
 
Save More Dough When You Shop at Your Food Depot

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Bethany Blues Lewes Mar 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Blues music

VOICE DIRECTION: Tired, bored

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Another Tuesday night dinner, let's see what we're microwaving tonight.

VOICE DIRECTION: Excited

VOICEOVER (MALE): Tuesday isn't just Tuesday- At Bethany Blues, it's T-N-T!

SOUND EFFECT: Explosion

Take a break from the weeknight blahs with weeknight specials at Bethany 
Blues! 
 
Celebrate Taco Night Tuesday with deals on Tacos, Nachos, and 
quesadillas, expand your palate on Wine Wednesdays and sample the 
Bethany Blues Bourbon selection with Friday Night Flight specials! 
 
Open seven days a week with live music every Wednesday and Friday night 
at both locations- Bethany Beach and Lewes! 

ANNOUNCER:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9UCaQHwAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9T82xEgAAA


 
Bethany Blues Dot Com.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

Industrial Metals Mar 1, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Wide shot of steel scaffolding, close up on steel 
beams as the camera pans up, showing full impact 
of its size.

Strong, confident music- slightly gritty 
 
VOICE DIRECTION: Middle-aged man, assertive, 
professional 
 
VOICEOVER: Any good project starts with its 
framework. From the tallest building...

A shot with the camera panning down the side of a 
steel staircase and railing.

VOICEOVER: To a seemingly simple staircase, 
choosing the right material is crucial. That's why at 
Industrial Metals, we fabricate high-quality steel of 
even higher integrity, at a valuable price.

Montage of shits with the crew working on-site. 
Highlight the complexity of the work by showing 
close-ups and wide range shots, showing how it 
takes a professional team to produce high-quality 
steel.

VOICEOVER: Engineers and construction crews 
alike rely on Industrial Steel since nineteen ninety 
one. From structural buildings and walkways to 
custom fabrication, Industrial Metals can fabricate 
steel to your specifications. 
 
In a phrase, we deliver when others cannot.

SUPER: 
Industrial Metals Logo, 
695 Pinchback Road, Beaumont, TX 77707 
www.industrialmetalscompany.com

VOICEOVER: Learn more at industrial metals 
company dot com. Or call today four zero nine eight 
six zero one nine six-four. 
 
Industrial Metals in Beaumont- we deliver when 
others cannot.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Todds Point Tree Farm | Todds Point Tree Farm Mar 1, 2021

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9TxhzBgAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9TQFBEgAAA


30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, happy

SOUND EFFECT: Birds chirping, keyboard typing

VOICE DIRECTION: 30s, upbeat

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): It took a while but I finally have my home office set up just right. A fresh 
coat of paint, a comfy chair, and a new desk with a view of...

SOUND EFFECT: Birds stop

SOUND EFFECT: Grunting/work out noises

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): My neighbor doing his morning workout- Hey, Tim! 
 
It didn't take long for me to start shopping for new landscaping and 
thanks to Todds Point Tree farm, finding the perfect pieces for my yard 
took no time. 
 
With over forty thousand locally grown trees and plants available online 
Todds Point Tree Farm gave me guidance on which plants would thrive 
in my yard and even delivered for free! 
 
Visit todds point tree farm dot com and let your dreams begin.

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, Happy

VOICE DIRECTION: 30s, upbeat

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Inner beauty is what counts... especially at my house.

SOUND EFFECT: Wind/Tumbleweed sound

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Luckily we found Todds Point Tree Farm!

SOUND EFFECT: Birds chirping/Spring sounds

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): With forty thousand trees and plants available online Todds Point Tree 
Farm offered planting guidance and even delivered for free! 
 
Visit todds point tree farm dot com and let your dreams begin.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

FL Department of Elder Affairs | DOEA Spring 2021 Mar 1, 2021

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9THfgHwAAA


MUSIC BED: Gentle piano

VOICE DIRECTION: Soothing, older adult

ANNOUNCER: It will take all of us to end this pandemic. 
 
Do your part and plan for your best defense - a combination of wearing a 
mask, maintaining six feet of social distance from others, washing your 
hands, and getting a COVID-nineteen vaccine. 
 
The Florida Department of Elder Affairs wants to help you plan for your 
best defense. For up to date vaccination info, text F-L-COVID-Nineteen to 
eight eight eight seven seven seven. 
 
For vaccination information text F-L-COVID nineteen to eight eight eight 
seven seven seven.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 Closed

iheart sales promotions Mar 1, 2021

MUSIC BED: Light techno

VOICE DIRECTION: Adult, professional

VOICEOVER (MALE): Reach almost three million monthly listeners by advertising with iHeartMedia! 
Get national reach that'll make a direct impact on your business! 
 
Call [representative] at Seven zero six- three nine six-six triple zero 
that's seven zero six- three nine six- six zero zero zero 

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Highview Pointe | Highview Pointe Feb 26, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Classical /string

VOICE DIRECTION: Professional, slight southern accent

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9TF_AHwAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9DD0DDQAAA


ANNOUNCER: Coming home should feel comfortable, and no place affords comfort 
like Highview Pointe. 
 
With upscale apartment rentals in Louisville, our residences are 
conveniently located near the best shopping and dining in Bourbon City 
while maintaining your privacy thanks to its exquisite design. 
 
Featuring everything from granite countertops to walk-in closets and a 
free first month's rent! 
 
Get pre-approved today and receive an entry into our monthly 
giveaway. This month only - no application fees! Visit high view pointe 
dot com to register.

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Classical/string

VOICE DIRECTION: Professional, slight southern accent

ANNOUNCER: Nowhere is homier than Highview Pointe! 
 
With upscale apartment rentals in Louisville featuring everything from 
granite countertops to walk-in closets - and this month only, no 
application fees. 
 
Get pre-approved to enter our monthly giveaway at high view pointe dot 
com.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Timber Feb 26, 2021

MUSIC BED: Classical

SOUND EFFECT: Saw cutting wood

VOICE DIRECTION: Friendly, Professional

Are you a craftsman in search of a new opportunity? Apply now with Timber 
and Ash Designs! 
 
Join our team of custom hardwood furniture makers, as shop manager or C-

ANNOUNCER:

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9C13xFQAAA


N-C Operator! Offering competitive pay and a creative, professional work 
environment twenty to thirty hours a week. 
 
Stop in Timber and Ash Design on South Washington next to Happy Joes or 
call Jacob at seven oh one, seven three nine, six eight six two! That's seven 
oh one, seven three nine, six eight six two! 
 
Learn more about us at timber and ash designs dot com

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 Closed

Feldman Law | Speak in first person, as if you Lynn Feldman herself 
(she is doing the recording) Feb 26, 2021

MUSIC BED: Friendly, professional

LYNN FELDMAN: Dealing with bankruptcy? You're not alone. Learn your rights and move 
forward, with me, Lynn Feldman, and Feldman Law. 
 
Free consultations virtually - or starting March first, join us at our new 
location, twenty-three ten Walbert Avenue. 
 
Visit feldman law office s-p-c dot com.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

EARL WENZ INC Feb 25, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Peaceful piano

VOICE DIRECTION: Older adult, Sincere

When the mausoleum at our family plot started to show its age, I was 
worried we would lose a piece of our long history due to deterioration, 
but Earl Wenz Inc. was able to restore it to its former glory, making 
something we could be proud of for future generations to come. 
 

VOICEOVER (MALE):

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9C5ehFQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B9C5ehFQAAA
https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8_bZhBwAAA


A Pennsylvania family business since either forty-seven that now has 
six generations of memorial craftsmen behind them, Earl Wenz Inc 
specializes in creating beautiful cemetery markers, monuments, 
mausoleums, and memorials as unique as the history you hope to 
preserve. 
 
From granite to bronze, inscription to restoration, cleaning, and 
resetting- even civic memorial statues, Earl Wenz Inc. is the one to trust 
with your family legacy and loved one's memory. 
 
Serving across the Eastern United States- 
 
View a gallery of their work and learn more at Earl Wenz Inc Dot Com 
or call six one zero nine two nine two seven one one 
 
That's six one zero nine two nine two seven one one. 
 
Earl Wenz Inc, Creating Your Loved One's Story In Stone.

30 Second Radio Script

MUSIC BED: Soft, peaceful piano

VOICE DIRECTION: Older adult, sincere & gentle

VOICEOVER (MALE): When my family's monument started to show its age, I was worried we 
would lose a piece of our long history, but Earl Wenz Inc. was able to 
restore it and make it something we could be proud of. 
 
With six generations of memorial craftsmen specializing in creating 
cemetery markers, monuments, mausoleums, and memorials. From 
granite to bronze, inscription to restoration- Earl Wenz Inc. is the one to 
trust with your loved one's memory. 
 
Call today, six one zero nine two nine two seven one one 
Earl Wenz Inc, Creating Your Loved One's Story In Stone.

Ideas & Punch Up | Ideation Closed

Dental Implants Feb 25, 2021

Gather testimonials/reviews from customers and create voiceovers using various stories of success. Appeal to 
women in the decisionmaker role by highlighting the idea that men have insecurities just like women - that it can 
be a supportive gesture. If possible get a testimonial from a couple who has been through the experience? In 

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B89pSRBwAAA


visual ads before and after photos can be used or staged - maybe a wedding photo with missing teeth vs. a 
photo after getting dental implants.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

PATIO TOWN | Versa-Lok April-July 2021 - Justin Gaard Feb 25, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

SOUND EFFECT: Springtime sounds- birds, wind chimes, kids playing etc.

JUSTIN GAARD: Hey, it's me, Justin Gaard. As the warm weather kicks in, we're all 
outside more and you may be noticing that you're ready for Summer but 
your yard? Isn't. Lucky for you, Patio Town can help. 
 
Patio Town is the place in the Minneapolis-Saint Paul area for pavers, 
patio furniture, grills, and any landscaping needs you can think of! 
 
Save now with great prices on retaining wall systems, including Versa-
Lok, the original solid, pinned, and segmental retaining wall system. 
 
Visit Patio town dot com to learn how they can create your dream yard. 
Patio Town-in the Twin Cities!

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, Upbeat

JUSTIN GAARD: Hey, it's me, Justin Gaard! 
 
Have you noticed that you're ready for Summer but your yard isn't? 
Patio Town can help! 
 
Save with deals on retaining walls, including Versa-Lok, the original 
solid, pinned, and segmental retaining wall system. 
 
Visit Patio town dot com to create your dream yard.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 Closed

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8-c2TGgAAA


National Ag Week Feb 25, 2021

MUSIC BED: Light, happy

VOICE DIRECTION: Mature, friendly

VOICEOVER (MALE): National Ag Week celebrates the crucial contributions made by America's 
farmers and farm families- Join the Agriculture Council of America March 
twenty-first through twenty-seventh as we celebrate our nation's farms 
 
Food Brings Everyone to the Table. A-G-Day dot org

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Anytime Fitness | Weight loss challenge Feb 25, 2021

MUSIC BED: Upbeat and energetic

VOICE DIRECTION: 30-40's, Friendly

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): A good workout is about more than physical health- it can transform 
everything about you! 
 
Anytime Fitness wants to help you set goals with zero enrollment fee! 
 
Take advantage of small group classes, regular coaching, and staying 
connected with the Anytime Fitness app! 
 
Looking for an extra push? Join our six-week weight loss challenge, 
complete with a guided exercise and eating plan from our coaches! 
 
Enjoy a clean, safe, and personable workout experience with twenty-four-
hour access! 
 
For more info, call Nine five one four seven seven four six zero zero.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-up #3 Feb 25, 2021

Hook: Close up on MAN, 50s, wearing a visor and polo. He is focused, lining up a golf shot. Music: Quiet 
murmur of a golf crowd VOICEOVER: Sports announcer "This shot has been a challenge for most of the 
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players today (Pause)Oh! And it looks like he is in the sand. The camera pulls back to reveal MAN trying to 
move across a very crowded store while holding items. He has been separated from his WIFE and 
GRANDKIDS, who have the cart. He is deflected by another shopper passing by. Music: Upbeat VOICEOVER: 
MAN "I love spending time with my grandkids, I just don't want to spend it all at the grocery store. Information: 
MAN and FAMILY walk breezily into a SPROUTS store, where the aisles are clear despite plenty of visible 
employees and customers. That's why stepping into Sprouts is like...a day on the green with the best caddy's 
you could ask for. The camera cuts to MAN as he blithely puts items into a cart as his grandkids push it for him. 
Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. With a wide selection of produce, organic foods, and bulk options, I 
can find everything we need and leave the cartwheels up to her. Close Sprouts logo Sprouts Market: Where 
Goodness Grows. Now in Seminole! Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts dot com.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-up #3 Feb 25, 2021

Hook: Close up on MAN-50's, wearing a bicycle helmet as he appears to be intensely cycling Music: Rocky-
inspired instrumental VOICEOVER (MAN): Okay, just one more lap, and then we're home. Sound: Bicycle Bell, 
someone shouting "On your left!" The camera pulls back to reveal that MAN is actually dressed in cycling gear 
while trudging through a huge and crowded big box store, pushing a cart as other shoppers race by. Music: 
Upbeat VOICEOVER: MAN "I love a physical challenge but who wants to do that every time they shop?" 
Information MAN walks breezily into a SPROUTS store, where the aisles are clear despite plenty of visible 
employees and customers. MAN: That's why stepping into Sprouts is like...finding a secret farmer's market at 
the finish line of the Tour De France" The camera cuts to MAN, coasting on into a checkout line while riding the 
back of his cart. He and the cashier laugh. Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. With a wide selection of 
produce, organic foods, and bulk options, I can find everything I need to without having to do a whole routine. 
Close Sprouts logo Sprouts Market: Where Goodness Grows. Now in Seminole! Find your local Sprouts Market 
at Sprouts dot com.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-up #3 Feb 25, 2021

Hook: Close up on WOMAN-50's as she appears to be line dancing, focused on her feet Music: Instrumental 
country VOICEOVER: Dance instructor with a light southern accent: Two, three, four- pick up those feet, don't 
want to get tangled up like a tumbleweed! The camera pulls back to reveal that WOMAN is actually stepping in 
and out of a crowded aisle, maneuvering around other shoppers while dancing. Music: Upbeat VOICEOVER: 
WOMAN, friendly It's nice to know I still have it, but who wants doe-si-do that every time they shop? Information 
WOMAN walks breezily into a SPROUTS store, where the aisles are clear despite plenty of visible employees 
and customers. WOMAN: That's why stepping into Sprouts is like...finding a secret farmer's market so perfect, it 
feels like it all just...lined up." The camera cuts to MAN nearby in the aisle, line dancing to himself as he happily 
shops. Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. With a wide selection of produce, organic foods, and bulk 
options, I can find everything I need to without having to do a whole routine. Close Sprouts logo Sprouts 
Market: Where Goodness Grows. Now in Seminole! Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts dot com.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B85wNhBAAAA
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Writers' Lab | :15 TV Ad Closed

Society of the Spectacle Feb 24, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

B-Roll of the store's exterior Spectacle wearers of the world unite, you have 
nothing to lose but your contact lenses!

Images of eyewear Join The Society of Spectacles for a look that is 
totally on-brand for your style! Schedule an in-store 
visit online and start seeing yourself in a whole new 
way.

More images of eyewear, with brand logo and 
information in center of screen: 
societyspectacle.com 
4563 York Blvd, Los Angeles, CA

Visit Society of Spectacles dot come 
 
The Society of Spectacles- four five six three York 
Boulevard in Los Angeles.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-Up: Feb 24, 2021

Hook: Close up on MAN, who is focused, lining up a shot. Music: Quiet roar of a sports stadium VOICEOVER: 
Sports announcer "This shot has been a challenge for most of the players today (Pause) looks like this player is 
no exception. The camera pulls back to reveal MAN trying to shoot a package of toilet paper into his cart from 
across a very crowded store that has separated him from his WIFE and KIDS, who have the cart. He is 
deflected by another shopper passing by. Music: Upbeat VOICEOVER: Male, easy-going 30-40. "Getting 
through the grocery store with kids is already a close game, I don't need my free throw skills to be tested too." 
Information: MAN and CHILD walk breezily into a SPROUTS store, where the aisles are clear despite plenty of 
visible employees and customers. That's why stepping into Sprouts is like...sinking a basket right at the buzzer- 
and your whole family seeing. The camera cuts to MAN as he blithely tosses a package of paper towels behind 
him and his KIDS catch it, putting it in the cart. Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. With a wide selection 
of produce, organic foods, and bulk options, I can find everything we need and leave the cartwheels up to her. 
Close Sprouts logo Sprouts Market: Where Goodness Grows. Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts dot 
com.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-Up: Feb 24, 2021
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Hook: Close up on CHILD who appears to be focused on keeping their balance Music: Quiet roar of a sports 
stadium VOICEOVER: Sports announcer "The beam is a surprising choice for this newcomer (Pause) Oh! A 
failed dismount. The camera pulls back to reveal CHILD trying stuck between two carts in an aisle overcrowded 
with bulk packaged items while trying to make it back to their parent with a loaf of bread. Music: Upbeat 
VOICEVER: Male, easy-going 30-40. "Getting through the grocery store with kids is already a balancing act, we 
don't need an obstacle course too." Information: MAN and CHILD walk breezily into a SPROUTS store, where 
the aisles are clear despite plenty of visible employees and customers. That's why stepping into Sprouts is 
like...finding a secret farmer's market with the perfect snacks for a future Olympic champion- who is gluten-free. 
The camera cuts to CHILD happily doing a cartwheel in the aisle. Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. 
With a wide selection of produce, organic foods, and bulk options, I can find everything we need and leave the 
cartwheels up to her. Close Sprouts logo Sprouts Market: Where Goodness Grows. Find your local Sprouts 
Market at Sprouts dot com.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-up #2 Feb 24, 2021

Hook: Close up on CHILD who appears to be focused on keeping their balance Music: Quiet roar of a sports 
stadium VOICEOVER: Sports announcer "The beam is a surprising choice for this newcomer (Pause) Oh! A 
failed dismount. The camera pulls back to reveal CHILD trying stuck between two carts in an aisle overcrowded 
with bulk packaged items while trying to make it back to their parent with a loaf of bread. Music: Upbeat 
VOICEVER: Male, easy-going 30-40. "Getting through the grocery store with kids is already a balancing act, we 
don't need an obstacle course too." Information: MAN and CHILD walk breezily into a SPROUTS store, where 
the aisles are clear despite plenty of visible employees and customers. That's why stepping into Sprouts is 
like...finding a secret farmer's market with the perfect snacks for a future Olympic champion- who is gluten-free. 
The camera cuts to CHILD happily doing a cartwheel in the aisle. Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. 
With a wide selection of produce, organic foods, and bulk options, I can find everything we need and leave the 
cartwheels up to her. Close Sprouts logo and Westchase in Tampa Sprouts Market: Where Goodness Grows. 
Now finally in Westchase! Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts dot com.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-up #2 Feb 24, 2021

Hook: Close up on MAN who is focused, appears to be trying to make some kind of shot Music: Quiet roar of a 
sports stadium VOICEOVER: Sports announcer "This shot will end the game, can he make it count on the line? 
(Pause) Oh! He just came up short!" The camera pulls back to reveal MAN trying to shoot a head of lettuce into 
his shopping cart, which he has been separated from due to the crowded big box store. Music: Upbeat 
VOICEVER: Male, easy-going 30-40. "I'll admit, my free throws could use some work, but I'd rather practice on 
the court that in the produce aisle. Information: MAN walks breezily into a SPROUTS store, where the aisles 
are clear despite plenty of visible employees and customers. That's why stepping into Sprouts is like...finding a 
secret farmer's market where everyone there just saw you sink a three. The camera cuts to MAN happily 
waving to a SPROUTS employee Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. With a wide selection of produce, 
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organic foods, and bulk options, I can find everything I need to without having to go into overtime. Close 
Sprouts logo and Westchase in Tampa Sprouts Market: Where Goodness Grows. Now finally in Westchase! 
Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts dot com.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

Jones and Hill Law Firm | Hurricane Recovery for SWLA Feb 24, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Montage of hurricane-damaged homes Music: Somber piano 
 
VOICEOVER: Male, assertive but comforting 
 
You did everything right. You prepared with the right 
insurance, you made your payments- and yet, the 
insurance companies weren't there for you when 
you needed them most.

More images of hurricane-damaged homes, houses 
with tarps over the roof. Jones and Hill Logo with 
office information appears in the center of the 
screen. 
 
 
 
Spokesperson in front of a damaged house. Speaks 
to camera 
 
 
 
 
 
B-Roll of Attorney meeting with a family face to face 
in an office. 
 
 
 
At bottom of the screen: Coming soon: Lake 
Charles Office

Music: Somber Piano 
 
VOICEOVER: Male, assertive but comforting 
 
That's why Jones and Hill is on your side. 
 
SPOKESPERSON: You are not alone. Too many 
homeowners are left on their own, fighting with their 
insurance companies without getting any closer to 
receiving the money to cover their home repairs 
despite being loyal insurance customers. 
 
VOICEOVER: Let Jones and Hill help you hold the 
insurance company accountable and get you the 
payment you deserve. 
 
Visit jones hill law dot com or call us at eight eight 
eight four eight one one three three. 
 
Jones and Hills- Offices in Oakdale, Oberlin, and 
soon to open in Lake Charles. 
 
Jones and Hill are on your side.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B86fkhBAAAA


Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

Jones and Hill Law Firm | Hurricane Recovery for SWLA Feb 24, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Montage of hurricane-damaged homes Music: Somber piano 
 
VOICEOVER: Male, assertive but comforting 
 
The unexpected can happen at any time, you know 
that better than anyone. That's why you prepare 
with the right insurance, you make your payments- 
and yet, the insurance companies aren't there for 
you when you need them most.

More images of hurricane-damaged homes, houses 
with tarps over the roof. Jones and Hill Logo with 
office information appears in the center of the 
screen. 
 
At bottom of the screen: Coming soon: Lake 
Charles Office

Music: Somber Piano 
 
VOICEOVER: Male, assertive but comforting 
 
That's why Jones and Hill are on your side. 
 
The stress of a disaster is enough of a challenge 
but so many homeowners are left frustrated and 
exhausted on their own, fighting with their insurance 
companies without getting any closer to receiving 
the money to cover repairs despite being loyal in 
paying their premiums. Let Jones and Hill help you 
stand up to the insurance company and get the 
payment for your home you deserve. 
 
Visit jones hill law dot com or call us at eight eight 
eight four eight one one three three. 
 
Jones and Hills- Offices in Oakdale, Oberlin and 
soon to open in Lake Charles. 
 
Jones and Hill are on your side.

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-up #2 Feb 24, 2021

Hook: Close up on woman as she appears to be dancing, focused on her feet Music: Instrumental salsa rhythm 
VOICEOVER: Dance instructor: Chins up, stay on those toes, don't slow down! The camera pulls back to reveal 
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that she is just stepping in and out of a crowded aisle, maneuvering around other shoppers while dancing. 
Music: Upbeat VOICEVER: Female, friendly Dance lessons have been hard but at least they're paying off- did 
you see me get through that aisle? Information WOMAN walks breezily into a SPROUTS store, where the 
aisles are clear despite plenty of visible employees and customers. That's why stepping into Sprouts is 
like...finding a secret farmer's market so perfect, it makes you do a happy dance. The camera cuts to MAN 
nearby in the aisle, dancing to himself as he happily shops. Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. With a 
wide selection of produce, organic foods, and bulk options, I can find everything I need to without having to do a 
whole routine. Close Sprouts logo and Westchase in Tampa Sprouts Market: Where Goodness Grows. Now 
finally in Westchase! Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts dot com.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

Coastal Conversations Feb 24, 2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Soft Piano

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere, professional

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Coastal Conversations! Developed by leaders in coastal Alabama as a 
platform for civic awareness and engagement across the region. 
 
Working together with members of our community, Coastal 
Conversations hosts world-class experts on critical issues like diversity 
and inclusion, social justice, health, education, the environment, 
tourism, small business, and many only issues important to coastal 
Alabama. 
 
Coastal Conversations is also tracking the trends and needs of Coastal 
Alabama through surveys and an interactive dashboard of community 
metrics available to the public. 
 
Our goal is simple: to make our region the best place to live, work and 
play. 
 
Experience the insights of experts first hand through the many online 
events programmed by Coastal Conversations, easily accessible from 
home over Facebook or Zoom. 
 
Learn more and stay up to date on these free community opportunities, 
visit us at Coastal con dot org. 
 
Coastal Conversations: Let’s start the conversation and together we will 
inspire positive change.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B86XWDDAAAA


30 Second Radio Script

MUSIC BED: Soft Piano

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere, professional

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Working together with the community, Coastal Conversations hosts 
world-class experts on critical issues important to coastal Alabama. 
 
Developed by leaders in coastal Alabama as a platform for civic 
awareness and engagement across the region, our goal is simple: to 
make our region the best place to live, work and play. 
 
Experience their online events easily over Facebook or Zoom. 
 
Learn More at Coastal con dot org 
 
Coastal Conversations: Let’s start the conversation and together we will 
inspire positive change

Ideas & Punch Up | Document Punch Up Closed

Sprouts FL Script Punch-Up: Feb 24, 2021

Hook: Close up of man wearing a golf visor, he is focused Voiceover: Male, adult: "Seems like he has the shot 
and...it's a miss." The camera reveals that it is a middle-aged man dressed in polo and golf visor trying to get a 
place in line at a crowded big-box grocery store. Voiceover: Male, adult: "Being frustrated at the grocery store 
shouldn't be par for the course" Information: Man happily pulls into line to check out at a Sprouts Voiceover: 
Male, adult: "That's why shopping at Sprouts is like...hitting a perfect game- not a single thing to stress me out.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :60 Closed

Hero Defense Systems | Buck Sexton Influencer Campaign Feb 24, 
2021

MUSIC BED: Light, calm

VOICE DIRECTION: Personable, sincere

Being prepared is key to keep you and the ones you love safe. 
Hi, I'm Buck Sexton and I want you to know that there is a secure, 

BUCK SEXTON:
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convenient way for you to prepare for danger. 
 
The HERO defense system is an award-winning non-lethal defense for your 
family. HERO's uniquely engineered nitrogen-powered system launches 
PAVA-based projectiles up to two hundred feet per second. 
 
HERO Twenty-Twenty's compact size makes it easy to keep in a pocket or 
purse, whenever you may need it. With ergonomic handles and two safety 
switches for easy use by left or right-handed users. 
 
Winner of the Self Defense Product of the Year, HERO Twenty Twenty offers 
unparalleled quality in non-lethal protection right to your hands. 
 
Hero Twenty-Twenty: Built tough to go wherever you do. 
 
Enter code "Buck" at checkout and save twenty percent. 
 
ALWAYS CARRY YOUR HERO.

VOICE DIRECTION: Said quickly

ANNOUNCER: While the active ingredient in our products is legal in all 50 states, certain 
restrictions apply. It’s important to know the laws in your state before you 
purchase or use our products.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Marion Prescription | Custome endorsement Feb 24, 2021

MUSIC BED: Gentle, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Sincere, Elderly Adult

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): After raising a family and taking care of my husband, it's nice to have 
someone taking care of me for a change. That's why I switched to Marion 
Prescription, Marion's only independent Pharmacy. Transferring my 
prescriptions was as easy as can be- one call and they took care of the rest. 
Free delivery to residents of Marion- switch today, call now! 
 
Seven four zero three eight two five seven four six 
 
Marion Prescription, Marion's only independent pharmacy, ready to deliver to 
you. That's Seven four zero three eight two five seven four six.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B85XGxBAAAA


Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

20/20 Vision Clinic | 1st script - Youth Exam 2nd script - Contacts Feb 24, 
2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Montage of a child settling into her virtual learning 
space. 
First shot: She's excited, she's got all her gear: 
headphones, comfy chair, paper, and pencils.

[Upbeat, childlike music] 
 
Voiceover (Adult, Female, Maternal): 
Needless to say, there's a lot about this school year 
that has been different!

We see this ritual 3-4 times, with the child getting 
less enthusiastic and straining to see, sitting closer 
and closer to the computer screen/tablet, etc as she 
sits down.

Voiceover (Adult, Female, Maternal): 
We have adapted, but one thing that kept changing 
was how close my daughter was sitting to her 
screen. 
 

The family enters 20/20 Vision Clinic and is greeted 
by an employee. All are happy and enthusiastic. We 
see the daughter sitting down to get her eyes 
examed.

Voiceover (Adult, Female, Maternal): 
Luckily, one thing that has stayed the same? The 
amazing team at Twenty-Twenty Vision Clinic! Last 
year they helped my son find the perfect brand of 
contacts and they even taught him how to take them 
out and put them in! And this year?

Cut to the girl turning around, smiling and proud of 
her new glasses.

Voiceover (Adult, Female, Maternal): 
They helped me pick out these!

20/20 Vision Clinic logo superimposed over an 
exterior shot of the business with the business 
address and phone number.

Voiceover (Adult, Female, Maternal): 
There's more to the health of a child's developing 
eyesight than vision. At Twenty-twenty vision clinic, 
we perform a comprehensive exam just for kids and 
even have a kid's package for affordable deals on 
glasses. 
 
Twenty Twenty Vision Clinic: We Focus on You! 
 
Visit us at four eight one six Nelson Road in Lake 
Charles or call three three seven four seven eight 
twenty-twenty.

Writers' Lab | :30 TV Ad Closed

FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES Feb 23, 2021

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B847zjDAAAA
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VIDEO AUDIO

Aerial view of Fairfield Inn & Suites Brownsville VOICEOVER: 
Fairfield Inn and Suites has everything you need to 
make the most of your stay in Brownsville!

First-person point of view camera angle as we enter 
the main lobby, seeing the bright and clean space.

Whether you're on a weekend staycation, 
conducting business, or just making a pit stop along 
your journey, the staff at Fairfield Inn and Suites 
Brownsville will make it memorable- and safe.

B-Roll of rooms and complimentary breakfast Our guest rooms are designed with you in mind in 
mind- luxurious bedding, functional workspaces, 
and all the comforts you need. 
Rise and shine well-rested and refreshed with our 
complimentary breakfast served with a variety of 
options to suit your taste.

B-roll of meeting rooms and workspaces available 
for business guests

Flexible workspaces are available both in and out of 
your room, with free Wi-Fi and a calming design to 
help keep you focused. Host your team in our 60-
person meeting space and feel at ease knowing 
Fairfield Inn and Suites is taking precautions to 
keep you and their state healthy and safe.

Exterior shot of Fairfield Inn & Suites with address 
and location name at bottom of the screen.

Stay with us at Fairfield Inn and Suites in 
Brownsville. Located at eight zero four east 
Morrison road Brownsville, Texas.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

G & S Mechanical Feb 23, 2021

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Middle-aged, Professional

As a property manager, you want to keep your building and tenants happy, 
healthy, and safe. G and S Mechanical is here to help. 
 
A team of highly trained A-C professionals, G and S Mechanical has been 
helping take care of rental properties for over ten years. 
 
From repairs to preventative maintenance and system replacements, G and 
S Mechanical is here for you, your owners, and your tenants. 

ANNOUNCER:
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Visit austings mechanical dot com or call five one two six four two three four 
zero zero.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

Orlando Tree Consulting | Orlando Tree Consulting Branding Feb 23, 
2021

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

SOUND EFFECT: Birds chirping

VOICE DIRECTION: 30's, Happy

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): When we bought our new house, we were so excited about the gorgeous 
palm trees in the front yard. That is, until they started to look more like face-
palm trees.

SOUND EFFECT: Birds stop- record scratch.

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Luckily our neighbor told us to call Orlando Tree consulting- a team of 
certified arborists that focus on tree health! They saved our palm trees and 
the trees next-door plus they can do pool patio and sidewalk repair to work 
your home projects around your trees. Thanks, Orlando Tree Consulting!

ANNOUNCER: Serving all of Central Florida! Visit Orlando tree consulting dot com. 
 
Orlando Tree Consulting: We save trees

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 Closed

West Point Home | Lowest prices of the season sale with 50% off the 
entire store! Feb 23, 2021

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Excited, middle-aged

What feels better than cozy new bedding and fresh, fluffy towels? Saving fifty 
percent off on them! 
 

VOICEOVER (FEMALE):
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This weekend starting February twenty sixth, West Point Home in Valley, 
Alabama will have their lowest prices of the season! 
 
Fifty percent off the entire store! Visit West Point Home to save on bedding, 
home decor, toiletries, and more! 
 
Fifty percent off the entire store at West Point Home - Alabama's largest 
factory bed and bath store under one roof! The sale ends February twenty 
eighth! Don't miss it - visit West Point Home in Valley at five twenty-three Fob 
James Drive.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Cricket Communications | Cricket/ BoyScouts (15/30) Feb 23, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Playful, patriotic

VOICE DIRECTION: Teenage, male

VOICEOVER (MALE): Being a Boy Scout isn't just about badges and campfires. My time as a 
Scout taught me how to be a community leader, giving me skills- and 
friends- for life.

VOICE DIRECTION: Child, female, excited

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Like me! We're Scout friends, right?

VOICE DIRECTION: Laughs

VOICEOVER (MALE): Technically you're my little sister but, yeah. We're Scout friends.

VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Cricket Wireless is teaming up with the Boys Scouts of America to give 
all Tulsa families access to educational and career-oriented programs. 
Support our Scouts, support their future. To volunteer or donate, 
Visit O-K-Scouts-dot-org 
 
Cricket Wireless is a proud partner of Boy Scouts of America.

15 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Gentle, patriotic

VOICE DIRECTION: Calm, sincere

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8zwgGHwAAA


VOICEOVER (FEMALE): Cricket Wireless is joining the Boys Scouts of America to give all Tulsa 
families access to enriching new programs! 
 
Support our Scouts, support their future. To volunteer or donate, 
Visit O-K-Scouts-dot-org 
 
Cricket Wireless is a proud partner of Boy Scouts of America.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :30 AND :60 Closed

Elite Sport | Elite Sport & Spine/Branding and Awareness Spring Feb 23, 
2021

60 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Gentle

SOUND EFFECT: Coach whistle

VOICEOVER (MALE): My time as an athlete may be behind me, but the pain from sports 
injuries? Well, just like the glory days they haven't left me just yet. After 
years of ignoring the discomfort, my assistant coach suggested I turn to 
Elite Sport and Spine - and what a difference it made.

ANNOUNCER: At Elite Sport and Spine, their chiropractors provide a unique approach 
through evidence-based chiropractic care and cutting-edge manual 
therapy, soft tissue treatments, and functional rehabilitative exercises. 
 
Serving people of all ages, from athletes to those suffering from neck 
pain, back pain, sciatica, sports injuries carpal tunnel syndrome, and 
auto accident-related injuries. 
 
Elite Sport and Spine chiropractors have one goal: to afford you a more 
functional, pain-free lifestyle. 
 
Elite Sport and Spine: Operating on the principle of providing high-
quality care for patients in Brookfield, Greenfield, and the greater 
Milwaukee area. 
 
Learn more by visiting elite sport and Spine W-I dot com for more 
information. That's Elite Sport and Spine W-I dot com.

30 Second Radio Script

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8zY5BDgAAA


MUSIC BED: Gentle, upbeat

ANNOUNCER: Elite Sport and Spine chiropractors have one goal: to afford you a pain-
free lifestyle. 
 
Serving all ages, from athletes to those suffering from neck and back 
pain, sciatica, sports injuries, carpal tunnel syndrome, and accident-
related injuries. 
 
Offering traditional chiropractic care and cutting-edge manual therapy, 
soft tissue treatments, and functional rehabilitative exercises in 
Brookfield and Greenfield. 
 
Learn more by visiting elite sport and Spine W-I dot com. That's Elite 
Sport and Spine W-I dot com.

Audio Ad Scripts | Draft | :15 AND :30 Closed

Cooney Air Conditioning and Heating | Recruitment ads Feb 23, 2021

30 Second Audio Script

MUSIC BED: Light, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Adult, male, casual

VOICEOVER (MALE): When you've worked as long as I have, you feel like you've seen it all. 
But when I started working for Cooney Air Conditioning and Heating, I 
knew it was different. 
 
Between the high pay that actually matches my experience and the 
great benefits, Cooney was a good call. 
 
Cooney provides its H-VAC technicians with ongoing training that 
enhances my skills, which makes me feel supported. 
 
Work for the best in the industry. Call Cooney Air Conditioning and 
Heating today at three one five, four three seven, seven one nine four.

LEGAL DISCLAIMER: An Equal Opportunity Employer.

15 Second Audio Script

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8zQVwHwAAA


MUSIC BED: Gentle, upbeat

VOICE DIRECTION: Adult, make, casual

VOICEOVER (MALE): Working for Cooney Air Conditioning and Heating is different. 
 
Between the high pay and the benefits, I know I'm working for the 
best in the industry - and you can, too. 
 
Call Cooney Air Conditioning and Heating today at three one five, four 
three seven, seven one nine four.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

FL Store #626: Miramar Feb 22, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Close up on WOMAN mid-30's, sweating and 
focused as she appears to be working out in a spin 
class 
 

Techno music 
VOICEOVER (Male, energetic and authoritative): 
Okay, who has one more round in them? Let's kick 
it into high gear!

The camera pulls back to reveal she is in workout 
gear and sweating but just trying to maneuver her 
cart around a crowded big box store.

Upbeat music 
VOICEOVER (Female, friendly): 
I get enough of a workout in spin class, I don't need 
to do an obstacle course at the grocery store too.

WOMAN walks breezily into a SPROUTS store, 
where the aisles are clear despite plenty of visible 
employees and customers.

VOICEOVER (Female, friendly): That's why 
stepping into Sprouts is like finding a secret farmer's 
market that also sells my favorite brand of gluten-
free cereal and all my supplements.

Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. VOICEOVER (Female, friendly): With a wide 
selection of produce, organic foods, and bulk 
options, I can find everything I need to without 
breaking a sweat.

Close up on WOMAN frantically trying to find 
something, stopped in the aisle of a big box store.

Techno music 
VOICEOVER (Male, energetic and authoritative): 
You're slowing down! GO, GO, GO!

Sprouts logo and Miramar location information VOICEOVER (Female, friendly): 

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8vrbwHQAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Sprouts Market: Where Goodness Grows. Now in 
Miramar! Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts 
dot com.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

FL Store #633: Tampa-Westchase Feb 22, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Close up on WOMAN mid-30's, sweating and 
focused as she appears to be working out in a spin 
class

Upbeat techno music 
VOICEOVER: Male, energetic and authoritative 
Okay, who has one more round in them? Let's kick 
it into high gear!

The camera pulls back to reveal she is in workout 
gear and sweating but just trying to maneuver her 
cart around a crowded big box store.

Gentle, upbeat music 
VOICEVER: Female, friendly 
 
I get enough of a workout in spin class; I don't need 
to do an obstacle course at the grocery store too.

WOMAN walks breezily into a SPROUTS store, 
where the aisles are clear despite plenty of visible 
employees and customers.

That's why stepping into Sprouts is like...finding a 
secret farmer's market that also sells my favorite 
brand of gluten-free cereal.

Wide shot of produce and bulk foods bins. With a wide selection of produce, organic foods, 
and bulk options, I can find everything I need to 
without breaking a sweat.

Close up on WOMAN frantically trying to find 
something, stopped in the aisle of a big box store.

Upbeat techno music 
VOICEOVER: Male, energetic and authoritative 
You're slowing down! GO, GO, GO!

Sprouts logo and Tampa location information Sprouts Market: Where Goodness grows! 
 
Find your local Sprouts Market at Sprouts dot com.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8vlvQHQAAA


St Mary's Healthcare of Amsterdam | St Mary's Healthcare Branding and 
Awareness Campaign Feb 22, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Exterior shot of St. Mary's Hospital with a Ken 
Burn's transition. Sepia filter over screen.

MUSIC: Soft piano 
 
VOICEOVER (VO): (Adult female, gentle and 
reassuring) 
 
Every one of our paths through life is different, but 
we all need one thing: care. And since nineteen-oh-
three, Saint Mary's Healthcare has cared for all of 
Amsterdam.

B-Roll/Stock footage of various patients: a pregnant 
couple speaking to a doctor, a child with a broken 
bone, an elderly patient in physical therapy, etc.

VOICEOVER (VO): Combining faith with science, 
Saint Mary's Healthcare Amsterdam is rooted in the 
loving ministry of Jesus as a healer and committed 
to serving all people, no matter their situation.

Montage of photos of hospital staff and facilities. VOICEOVER (VO): Our Catholic health ministry is 
dedicated to Amsterdam's health while caring for 
individuals through services like support groups, 
after-care therapy, and easy online scheduling.

St. Mary's logo/graphic with contact info for 
campuses.

VOICEOVER (VO): Saint Mary's Healthcare 
Amsterdam: Care you can trust, here at home. Visit 
S-M-H-A dot org to learn more.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

St Mary's Healthcare of Amsterdam | St Mary's Healthcare Branding and 
Awareness Campaign Feb 22, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Gentle piano music 
 
VOICEOVER (VO): (Adult female, gentle and 
reassuring) 
 
During life's ups and downs, we all need one thing: 

A mother in a hospital bed rocking a newborn. A 
child falling off a bike. Their mother comforts them.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8vSwwHQAAA
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VIDEO AUDIO

care.

Exterior shot of St. Mary's Hospital VOICEOVER (VO): Since nineteen-oh-three, Saint 
Mary's Healthcare has cared for Amsterdam 
through all the seasons of life.

B-Roll/Stock footage of various patients: a pregnant 
couple speaking to a doctor, a child with a broken 
bone, an elderly patient in physical therapy, etc.

VOICEOVER (VO): Combining faith with science, 
Saint Mary's Healthcare Amsterdam is committed to 
serving all people, no matter their situation. 
 
Our Catholic health ministry is dedicated to caring 
for individual needs through services like support 
groups, after-care therapy, and easy online 
scheduling. 
 
Saint Mary's Healthcare Amsterdam: Care you can 
trust, here at home. Visit S-M-H-A dot org to learn 
more.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

FL Store #626: Miramar Feb 22, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Exterior shot of Sprouts Upbeat music 
 
VO (Young, female, cheerful): 
I'm a professional in my field but when it comes to 
cooking let's say I'm... an amateur. But at Sprouts 
Market I can find food that is easy to prepare and 
actually good for me because Sprouts Is where 
goodness grows.

Interior shot- Cheerfully lit Sprouts store bustling 
with employees and customers, waving to each 
other

Upbeat music 
 
VOICEOVER (Female, friendly): 
Whether I'm looking for the basics or something I 
easy to eat between meetings, I know I'll find what I 
need at Sprouts.

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8vrbwHQAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Wide shot of produce and bulk foods sections VOICEOVER (Female, friendly): With a wide 
selection of fresh, organic produce and diverse dry 
goods, grains, and bulk ingredients, eating well 
doesn't have to eat up a ton of shopping time 
running between stores. It's all at Sprouts!

Sprouts Logo with the store address and website Upbeat music 
VOICEOVER (Female, friendly): 
Find your nearest Sprouts at sprouts dot com. 
Sprouts Market - Where goodness grows.

Video Scripts | 30 Second Video Scripts Closed

#7: Phoenix - Northern Ave Feb 22, 2021

VIDEO AUDIO

Exterior shot of local Sprouts store Upbeat music 
 
V.O.- Young, female, excited 
 
When it comes to food, all I really care about is that 
it's affordable. And lucky for me, at Sprouts I can 
find affordable food that is actually good for me 
because Sprouts is where goodness grows.

Interior of a bright and happy store bustling with 
employees and customers wearing masks, waving 
at each other.

Upbeat music: 
 
Whether I'm looking for the basics or trying out a 
new dish, I know I'll find what I need at Sprouts - 
and if I can't, someone will help me. 

Wide shot of produce, meat, and bulk foods 
sections Upbeat music

VO- Young, female, excited 
 
With a wide selection of fresh, organic produce and 
diverse dry goods, grains, and bulk ingredients, 
eating well doesn't have to eat up my entire budget.

Upbeat music: 
VOICEOVER: Young, female, excited 
 

Sprouts Logo with the store address and website

https://writelabel.com/projects/detail/B8u0ggHQAAA


VIDEO AUDIO

Find your nearest Sprouts at sprouts dot com. 
Sprouts Market - Where goodness grows.


